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ABSTRACT

Studies of the Allegheny formation of the Upper Carboniferous in
the Appalachian plateau of the northeastern United States have shown
these sediments were derived from northwesterly prograding fluvio-deltaic
complexes.

Further, these earlier studies defined broad paleonenviron-

mental facies within the formation, and led to a general stratigraphic
model of the depositional patterns making up the lower alluvial to upper
deltaic plain facies.

Investigation of a small detrital wedge in western

most Pennsylvania has provided similar information on stratigraphic
patterns which appear to characterize sediments of the outer deltaic
plain facies of this fluvio-deltaic complex.
The detrital wedge, covering approximately 400 square miles and
up to fifty feet thick, represents either a major crevasse deposit or
the sediments of an aborted distributary system.

Four major subfacies

are associated with the interval: distributary sands; bay silts and
shales; secondary crevasse deposits of interbedded sands and finer
detritus; and barrier-beach sediments.

The distributary sands have a

shallow-scouring, flat, and widely splayed base, with the width of the
sand plug decreasing upward.

Bay clays and silts are marked by a pattern

of overall increasing grain size upward which is commonly modified by
processes active in laterally adjacent facies.
Three distinct stratigraphic patterns of deposition occur within
the secondary crevasse deposits of interbedded sands and finer detritus.
These patterns can be recognized by characteristic vertical sequences of
ix
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sedimentary properties, particularly bedding type and changes in bed
thickness.

Subenvironments represented by the three patterns are inter

preted as: embryonic minor distributaries; deposits from multiple, small
overbank crevasses; and cannibalized secondary crevasse sands which
have been reworked and transported by near-shore processes.
Deposits of the barrier-beach facies fringe a seaward portion
of the detrital wedge, and seem to be associated with late stages of its
development.

This facies is characterized by accretionary chenier-like

beach deposits which interfinger with and underlie sands of the transgressive offshore barrier bar subenvironment.
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INTRODUCTION

Speculation concerning the origin of sedimentary rocks is probably
as ancient as recorded history itself (1).

The evolution of a deter

ministic scientific philosophy in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries
(2), however, prepared the way for acceptance of Hutton's theory of
uniformitarianism, and with it, the formation of testable hypotheses
which related features of ancient rocks to similar features in recent
environments.

Such attempts to deduce depositional conditions from

observed lithic properties of sedimentary rocks, currently comprise one
of the major areas of.endeavor in geological investigations.
For many years sedimentary strata of upper Carboniferous age in
the eastern United States have been diagnosed on the basis of rock and
fossil evidence as ancient deposits of complex fluvial and deltaic
systems, interfingering with marine sediments (3).

Within this broad

environmental model, certain distinctive lithic types have become associ
ated with inferred processes of origin.

Coals, composed mainly of

altered plant material, presumably reflect ancient, detritus-poor, peat
deposits, formed either in situ or by rafting (4).

Similarly, lime

stone also reflects detritus-starved, subaqueous deposition by organic
or strictly chemical processes.

The detrital rocks - sandstones, silt-

stones, and shales - in turn presumably indicate fluvial-deltaic sub
environments within this general paleoenvironmental model.

Finally,

underclays or seatrocks, either structureless or with root fossils,
are commonly believed to be partically leached fossil soil-like deposits
1
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(5) formed subaerially or in very shallow subaqueous conditions.
More recently, Weller (1930) recognized that these common lithic
types are arranged in preferential vertical associations, termed
"cyclothems". . The rocks of each cyclothem ideally recorded a transition
between non-marine to marine environments, and vertical sequences con
sisting of repeated cycles were ascribed to oscillating near-shore,
usually deltaic conditions.
The Allegheny formation (6) within the upper Carboniferous of
the Appalachian basin has been the object of a series of recent investi
gations.

These studies, while sustaining the earlier general concepts,

have been oriented principally towards increased precision in identifcation of the origin of lithic types and assemblages, together with
determination of their lateral associations.

Initial work in this

series of investigations (7) was regionally oriented, and indicated
the Allegheny formation represented deposits of a series of laterally
' offset, northward accreting, deltaic detrital wedges.

Within these

systems, thick sandstones are interpreted as fluvial and distributary
channel deposits, and thick sequences of finer siltstones and shales
are interpreted as fill deposits of adjacent marine or brackish "embayments".

Individual coal seams and associated seatrocks as well as

carbonate beds are said to reflect periods of local cessation of fluviodeltaic activity..

Synthesis of the lithic distributions in these

progradational wedges provided a generalized conceptual model of lateral
associations in cyclic Carboniferous sediments (Ferm and Williams, 1963)
and similarities of these sediments to equivalent recent environments
were illustrated by Coleman, et: suL. (1969).
Among Allegheny rocks in the northern Appalachian Plateau, the
major environmental setting is reasonably well known.

Figure 1

i!
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Figure 1.

General paleogeographic map of an interval from the Alle
gheny formation (after Ferm, unpub. material, 1969) which
illustrates a gradual transition from the alluvial plain
environment in the southeast to lower deltaic plain in the
northwest.
The interval depicted lies near the center of the Alle
gheny formation, and includes the sediments bounded by
approximately the Middle Kittanning and Lower Freeport
coals. The heavy line marking the limit of good control
roughly coincides with the outcrop pattern of the Alle
gheny formation.
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illustrates the generalized paleogeography, together with two cross sec
tions, from an interval within this formation.

In southern West Virginia

and eastern Kentucky the rocks represent mainly fluvial and upper deltaic
plain deposits whereas the more northward outcrop in Ohio and Pennsyl
vania, with abundant marine to brackish faunal intercalations, reflects
lower deltaic plain and delta front sedimentation.

Within this general

ized Allegheny paleoenvironmental framework, other detailed studies of
small, well exposed areas (8) have provided insight and data on the
character, associations, and disposition of individual rock bodies.

In

the case of the thick fluvial and upper deltaic plain sediments of the
southern outcrops, sufficient information was obtained to synthesize a
conceptual model of non-marine sedimentation patterns and processes
(Ferm and Cavaroc, 1969) consistent with current knowledge of recent
environmental processes.

The present study was undertaken to provide a

detailed litho-genetic model of the stratigraphic patterns occuring with
in the inferred outer deltaic environment of the northern Allegheny
outcrop.

Area of Study and Its Geologic Framework
The area of study, which includes portions of five adjacent 15
minute U.S.G.S. quadrangles (9) in southwestern Pennsylvania and north
eastern Ohio (Figure 2), exhibits two major east-west bands of unusually
good exposures.

The northern band consists of very extensive, laterally

continuous coal strip mines near the updip erosional edge of the Alle
gheny formation.

About fifteen miles to the south, the deeply entrenched

Ohio River Valley provides the second parallel band of somewhat poorer
exposures in a regional downdip direction.

Several scattered outcrops

and old published sections unite these two bands into a three-dimensional

R ep ro d u ced with p erm ission o f the copyright ow ner. Further reproduction prohibited w ithout p erm ission.
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Figure 2.

General location map of the study area, which is located
in the vicinity of cross section B of Figure 1. The
dots indicate location of stratigraphic sections, many
of which are laterally continuous exposures in excess of
one mile in length.,, The numbered localities are those
specifically referred to in the text. Lower case names
refer to 15' U.S.G.S. topographic sheets.
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stratigraphic framework.
The major rock types of that portion of the Allegheny formation
in this area, together with their arrangements, are illustrated in the
cross sections of Figures 3 and 4.

The lowermost zone, an interval of

predominantly finer detritus, is bounded by the Lower and Middle Kittann
ing coals (10), both of which overlie thick, widespread underclays and
seatrocks.

Ferm and Williams (1965) interpreted this interval as

subaqueous infilling of abroad, shallow, brackish to marine embayment
lying on the margin of a prograding deltaic complex.

The next overlying

detrital mass is bounded by the Middle Kittanning coal at the base and
the Lower Freeport coal zone at the top.

Within this area, thick dis

tributary-like sandstone bodies are concentrated in the west and south,
and pass laterally to the east and north into very thick sequences of
finer, bay-like detrital sediments intercalated with some sands and
coals.
The Upper Kittanning (10) coal bed, which in some places is a
*
shaly or cannel coal, divides this interval into an upper and lower
portion.

Overlain by the Washingtonville (10) marine to brackish faunal

zone, this coal splits from the top of the Middle Kittanning in the
north (Figure 4) and southward rises stratigraphically above the thick
sandstones, to become associated with coals of the overlying Lower Free
port (Figure 3).

Thus, in most places the Middle Kittanning-Lower

Freeport interval can be divided into two distinct detrital wedges, each
with distributary sands and adjacent bay facies.

Figures 5 and 6 show

the distributary-like sandstones of both the upper and lower parts of
the interval.

The stratigraphic sequence selected for detailed inves

tigation was the lower of these two sedimentary wedges, bounded by the

R ep ro d u ced with p erm ission o f the copyright ow ner. Further reproduction prohibited w ithout p erm ission.
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Figure 3.

Cross section along the Ohio River Valley in the vicinity of
Wellsville, Ohio (from Farm and Cavaroc, 1969). Location of
section shown on Figures 5 and 6.
The Hamden faunal zone overlies the Lower Kittanning coal at
the eastern end of the section. The Washingtonville brackishmarine zone above the Middle Kittanning to the west, rises
stratigraphically to overlap the Upper Kittanning coal from
the northeast. Locally the Dorr Run faunal zone occurs above
the Lower Freeport coal.
Finer detrital bay fills, alternating with coals, dominate the
section. Thick distributary associated sand plugs occur be
tween the Lower and Upper Kittanning coals in the central
portion, as well as below the Lower Freeport coal to the east.
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Figure 4„

Cross section through the New Castle Quadrangle in Beaver
and Lawrence Counties, Pa. (from Ferm and Cavaroc, 1969).
Location of section shown on Figures 5 and 6.
This section shows the convergence of the Middle and Upper
Kittanning coals to the northeast, together with the over
lapping Washingtonville faunal zone. Thick distributary
sands present below the Lower Freeport coal to the south
west pass into a thick shale and silt bay-fill to the north
east.
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Middle and Upper Kittanning coals.

Field work within this wedge was

largely focused on the central New

Castle quadrangle(see Figure 5).

These rocks provided optimum preservation of the sedimentary features
formed during early progradation, having been only locally modified by
subsequent overriding of the major deltaic complex (see Figure 6).
Field procedures and measurements, together with description of
the dominant minor sedimentary structures

and fossil floraobserved,

are given in appendices I, II, and IV.
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Figure 5.

Paleogeographic map of the Middle to Upper Kittanning
detrital interval (after Ferm. and Cavaroc, 1969). The
heavy dot pattern indicates areas in which sediments of
sand facies occur. Sands concentrated by near shore
basin processes (in both the barrier-beach and mixed facies)
are grouped as medium dots. The nfine dot pattern outlines
areas dominated by the mixed facies (fluvio deltaic por
tion) . The finer facies is represented by the silt pattern.
Areas marked by shale characterize bay clays deposited
beyond the areal extent of the Upper Kittanning coal (see
cross sections, Figures 3 and 4).
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Figure 6.

Paleographic map of the Upper-Middle Kittanning to Lower
Freeport detrital interval (after Ferm and Cavaroc, 1969).
The heavy dots indicate areas dominated by thick distributary
sands whose areal extent is similar to, but more widespread
than the earlier distributary sand bodies (Figure 5). The
large barrier bar sands (medium dots) overlie and interfinger
with the Washingtonville faunal horizon near the base of the
thick bay-fill below the Lower Freeport coal (Figure 4).
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FLUVIO DELTAIC SEDIMENTS OF THE MIDDLE TO
UPPER KITTANNING INTERVAL

Lithic Facies
Three broadly defined and easily recognizable lithic facies
make up the Middle Kittanning-Upper Kittanning detrital wedge.

The

first of these, the sand facies, is composed primarily of a single
body of sandstone ranging in thickness from 20 to 50 feet.

Like other

Pennsylvanian sandstones, these rocks are fine to medium grained sands
with large scale trough cross-stratification (11) in,the lower part.
Upward the sands become somewhat finer and commonly contain sets of
small current ripples.

Discontinuous streaks of sandy silt occur

locally, but are relatively uncommon.

Organic remains (12) are mainly

rafted stems of widely varying size and some dissiminated macerated
carbonaceous material.

Preservation of the stems is in the form of

internal or external molds, sometimes surrounded by a compressed coaly
sheath.

The distribution of tne sand and other facies are shown in

Figure 5.
The finer facies is defined as those parts of the wedge contain
ing only silt and clay size detritus.

The shales are black to grey

with well developed subparallel fracture, and often contain abundant
lenticular siderite nodules.

The siltstones are composed of alternate

fine laminae of well sorted and poorly sorted silts.

Minor sedimentary

structures in the finer facies are closely associated with grain size,
ranging from parallel color laminations in shale, through isolated
18
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lenticular silt laminations in fine siltstones, to small scale ripples
in coarsest silt.

Fossil plant remains also reflect grain size varia

tion of the enclosing rock.

Whole, well preserved leaves, leaf frag

ments, macerated carbonaceous material, and occasional twigs are typical
of the finer shales.

The siltstones contain macerated carbonaceous

material, with occasional leaf fragments and poorly preserved small
stems.

These remains are mostly carbonaceous impressions, with some

pyrite replacement of stems and twigs.

Post depositional minor struc

tures (11) include small invertebrate burrows, and root structures be
neath the coal beds.

The vertical sequence in the finer facies is

typically one of overall increasing grain size upward through most of
the interval but with a minor reversal of coarse to fine upward in the
top foot or two.

Large, continuous zones of such coarser upward silts

and shales have been termed "bay-fill" deposits (Coleman, Ferm, and
others, 1969) and interpreted as deposits of finer detritus accumulated
within subsiding embayments.

The finer facies is located mainly in the

eastern and northern part of the area, and is separated from the sand
facies by a mixed facies made up of both sand and finer detritus.
The mixed facies, reflecting the transition between the thick
distributary-like sands and the bay fill finer facies, is the most
variable of the three.

Vertical sections in nearly every exposure show

a lower finer zone with increasing grain size upward which passes
abruptly into an overlying sandy zone.

Overlying this sandy zone an

uppermost finer zone of decreasing grain size upward is present at most
places, although locally the overlying Upper Kittanning coal rests
directly on the sandy zone.

Both upper and lower finer zones are very

similar to the finer facies, differing mainly in that they contain a
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greater amount of silt relative to shale.

At some localities, the

uppermost finer zone contains an extraordinarily large quantity of
rafted stems and leaves, as well as local zones of climbing ripples with
in the siltstone portion, which are not present in the lower finer zone.
The sandy zone of the mixed facies may contain a vertically continuous
sandstone up to 20 feet thick, but in most localities is composed of
much thinner (generally 2 inches to 1 foot) alternating beds of sand
stone and siltstone.

Sedimentary structures common to the sandy zone

are small scale current ripples and large scale tabular cross stratifi
cation.

Post depositional structures of the sandy zone include gas

heaves, contorted laminae, and burrows.

Floral remains are transitional

in type and abundance between those found in the sand and finer facies.

Lithic Characteristics of the Sandy Portion of the Mixed Facies
The principal lithic components of the sandy portion of the
mixed facies are alternate beds of siltstone and sandstone with the
latter commonly making up to 40 per cent or more of the sandy interval.
The sandstones, which are the most conspicuous and readily observable
components, provide the principal criteria for description and genetic
interpretation of the facies.

Although numerous characteristics such

as bedding type and fossil material provide important information for
genetic interpretation, only two are necessary for a basic classifica
tion.

These are thickness of sand beds and the tendency of these beds

to increase or decrease in thickness upward through a vertical sequence.
Bed thickness distribution of the sandy zone from sections measured
within fourteen major exposures is shown as a histogram on Figure 7.
Although some discontinuities of this distribution may be attributed
to chance sampling, two conspicuous breaks, one at about 2.5 feet and
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Figure 7. ' Thickness-frequency histograms for sand and silt beds from
the sandy interval of the mixed facies.
Data is from
central New Castle quadrangle area (see text).
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another between 6 and 12 feet, coincide in large part with changes in
other internal sedimentary properties (13).

Thus, for purposes of this

paper, sand bed thicknesses (14) are described as thin (<2.5 feet),
intermediate (2.5-6 feet), and thick (> 6 feet).

Thicknesses of silt

beds between sands of the sandy interval are concentrated in the less
than 3 feet

range of Figure 7 (14), whereas measurements of silt thick

ness from 3

to 10 feet predominately reflect finer zones above and below

sandy intervals.

Siltstones greater than 10 feet are mostly from inter

vals containing only the finer facies.

Within the overall sandy

interval, siltstone thickness appears to be independent of the thick
ness of adjoining sands.
Further characterization of the sandy zone is based on the pat
tern of variation
Seven basic

of sand and silt bed thickness in a vertical sequence.

types of vertical sections, labeled "a" through "g", are

shown in Figure 8.

Sequence types "a" through "c" are all basically

the same pattern, consisting of diminishing sand bed thickness upward
(15).

These differ, however, in that the "b" and "c" sequences include

intermediate and intermediate-thick sand beds respectively, as well as
the thin beds common to all types.

The thickness of silt interbeds of

the "a,b,c" sequences, unlike the sand beds, shows no consistant vertical
change through the interval (15).
Sequence "b" is the most common of the three sequences-"a,b,c."
Beds of this section form gradational sand-silt couplets characterized
by a sand with a sharp basal contact grading up into the overlying
siltstone.

Types of minor sedimentary structures are approximately

correlative to grain size change within the couplet.

Sets of large

scale tabular cross beds frequently overlie the sharp base of an
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Figure 8.

Varieties of vertical sequences through the sandy interval
of the mixed facies. See text for description of sections.
Lines with arrow-heads indicate vertical direction of thick
ening of beds (solid line = sands; dashed line = silts) from
the "thin sand" portion of that row. Lines without arrow
heads indicate no apparent overall vertical thickness change.
Arrows with stars indicate the thickening tendency is weak
and usually erratic.
The correlation coefficients (r) provide an indication of
the correlation between bed thickness and stratigraphic
position in the "thin sand" portion of these vertical sec
tions (see appendix V). Sand thickness-position correlations
are indicated by (rg), and the interbedded silts by (r^).
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intermediate sand couplet.

Upward from the base, small scale trough

and tabular types dominate, and in turn are overlain in some cases by
zones of assymetrical climbing ripples in the sand-silt transition.
Within the siltstone, sets of sandy lenticular laminations pass upward
to parallel laminations.

Couplets of the thin sand interval character

istically lack the basal large scale tabular cross beds, and climbing
ripples in the sand-silt transition are more common.
tions occur locally in beds of the thin sand portion.

Convolute lamina
The boundary

between the thin and intermediate sands in sequence "b" is marked by
an abrupt change in sand thicknesses.

Sands of the thin sand zone

(and commonly the thick sand zone) thicken and thin markedly in lateral
distances of about 100 yards, but only occasionally pinch out.

The

couplets are horizontal or dip only gently.
The thin and intermediate sands in sequence "c" of Figure 8
overlie a thick sandstone.

They differ from those of sequence "b" in

a rapid lateral thickening and thinning of beds (on the order of 10
feet horizontally) with an associated local discontinuity of the inter
bedded silts.

A second major difference is the great abundance of

convolute laminations, climbing ripples, and small scour and fill
structures.

The basal thick sandstone of sequence "c" is well sorted,

with a tendency to decrease grain size upward.
scour surfaces commonly mark its base.
body are extremely rare.

Large, poorly defined

Silty zones within the sand

Minor structures of the thick sand consist

only of sets of large scale tabular cross beds alternating with bands
of small scale trough forms, the latter becoming more abundant upward.
A sandy interval composed only of thin sands of section "a"
(Figure 8) is uncommon.

When present, the couplets are usually silty
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and organic rich.

The thin sands near the base of such a sandy interval

commonly dip up to 15°, with the dip progressively decreasing with beds
higher in the interval.

Individual, steeply dipping sands commonly

pinch out in both the up and down dip direction.
Sequence types "d" and "e" of Figure 8 are basically the inverted
thickness pattern of the "a" and "b" sequence sands.

In "d" and "e,"

the progressive increase in sand thickness upward is not uniform, but
the marked decrease in siltstone is (15).

The beds, composed of well

sorted sandstones and siltstones separated by sharp contacts, exhibit
no pattern of consistant preferred vertical grain size gradation at the
couplet level.

Within the thin sand interval, obscure minor sedimentary

structures appear dominated by small scale ripples and parallel lami
nations.

Discontinuous laminae of concentrated carbonaceous and

micaceous detritus are common within the sands.

The thin sands of se

quence "e" pass upward into intermediate sands either abruptly or by
gradational increase in bed thickness.

The intermediate sandstones are

also well sorted, and dominated by large scale tabular cross beds which
usually pass upward into massive to flaggy sandstone.

Root penetrations

or burrows are frequently associated with the uppermost sandstones of
sequence "e".
Sequence type ”f" of Figure 8 represents a sandy interval com
posed of thin sand beds which shows no systematic vertical change in
either sand or silt thicknesses (15).

The beds occur as sharp based

couplets which grade upward from sand to silt.

Individual beds are

essentially horizontal, extremely persistant laterally, and change
thickness very slowly.

Minor sedimentary structures within couplets

follow the basic sequence of the thin sands in section "b".

Sediments
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of the "f" type sequence are additionally characterized by local zones
of silty climbing ripples, gas heaves, and burrows.

Small flute and

groove casts also are common on the base of the sand beds.
The last type of sandy interval, illustrated by sequence "g" of
Figure 8, is defined by an upward increase in both sand and silt thick
ness (15).

Couplets of this sequence differ from those of "f" primarily

in a much larger proportion of silt.

The vertical sequence of struc

tures within couplets is essentially the same as "f".

However, within

the upper couplets, the basal sand consists of a very silty zone of
often discontinuous silty sands characterized by a sand starved, flaserlike modification of the more typical basal small scale trough cross
beds.

The finer portion of these upper couplets may consist of dark

shale.
Table 1 summarizes the internal lithic characteristics of the
above sequences of the sandy portion of the mixed facies, as well as
properties of the rocks of the sandy and finer facies.

Lithic Associations of the Mixed Facies and Genetic Implications (16)
Certain types of the basic sandy interval sequences (Figure 8)
appear to bear consistent stratigraphic relationships to each other.
These relations form three general stratigraphic patterns which comprise
the mixed facies.

The first such pattern, illustrated in Figure 9-A,

is characterized by a sandy interval containing decreasing sand thick
ness upward together with no vertical change in silt thickness.

The

outcrop depicted in Figure 10 illustrates many of the relationships of
this general pattern at locality NC-8.

Distribution of the lithic types

and their properties in this pattern is best explained by a genetic
model of a prograding minor distributary system similar to that described
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Figure 9.

Stratigraphic patterns of the mixed facies. The lower case
letters (a through g) refer to positions of characteristic
sandy interval sequences from Figure 8. The lower case letters
(v through y) are sections illustrating variations in overall
vertical grain size patterns of the adjacent finer facies
(see Figure 16).
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Figure 10.

Outcrop at New Castle-8. The Middle Kittanning coal is the
datum for this stratigraphic cross section. Location of
the outcrop is shown on Figure 2, with details on the small
inset map.
The sandy wedge of this mixed facies exposure represents
deposits associated with a small embryonic distributary.
The intermediate thickness sands (mouth bar) sharply overlie
initial shales and silts, and, in turn, are overlain by thin
sand couplets (overbank deposits). The thick channel associ
ated sand scours both the intermediate and thin sand inter
beds. Plate I contains photographs from this exposure.
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by Welder (1959).

The initial, coarser upward shales and silts compris

ing the lower finer part of the mixed facies reflect open bay clays
deposited over a subsided swamp surface, grading upward into pro-delta
silts.

Vertical changes in plant remains, sorting and widespread con

tinuity of individual silt laminae, and sedimentary structures attest
to pulse-like introduction of progressively coarser detritus, with dis
persal by subaqueous currents.

The sandy interval itself has a sharp,

flat base and is characterized by widespread initial sands of intermediate
thickness, a centrally located thick sand body, and an upper thin sand
zone.

The sharp, flat basal contact of the sandy interval probably in

dicates shallow scour (or sedimentary by-passing) of finer detritus by
early unconfined currents flaring concentrically outward ahead of the
distributary mouth-bar sands.

There sandy bar deposits (17), represented

by the zone of intermediate sands, in turn override and fill the central
portion of this shallow scour.

Advance of the main transport channel

over and through its earlier mouth-bar deposits is marked by the central
thick sand body with its broad basal scours, and absence of finer sedi
ments which are relatively abundant in adjacent zones.

Here sedimentary

structures, dominated by large scale tabular cross bed sets, record the
highest flow regime conditions of the mixed facies (18).

Deposits of

subaqueous levees confining this main current zone are indicated (19)
by the abundance of contorted laminae, climbing silt ripples, and small
scour and fill structures in the closely adjacent, poorly sorted inter
bedded sands and silts lateral to the thick sand.

The finer upward

couplets of the thin sand zone, with their sequence of minor sedimentary
structures, evidence a pulse-like nature of sediment introduction and
current velocity during flood periods.

Overall decreasing bulk grain
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grain size away from the central sand body, cross bed directions (20)
in the'interbedded sediments, and dip of the outermost thin sands away
from the central sand mass all indicate a transport direction of nearly
90 degrees to the direction of the distributary flow.

The zone of upper

thin sands, then, probably reflects deposition as overbank deposits
associated with high channel water stage.

The upward decrease in sand

thickness and absence of vertical silt change, which define sediments
xn uicst areas of the stratigraphic pattern A, would consequently reflect
increased efficiency of levee development as the central distributary
system evolves through time.

In many cases, a total lack of rooting

in either the levee-like deposits or the overlying, organic rich finer
zone below the Upper Kittanning coal suggest abandonment of the embryonic
distributary system before sufficient fill had accumulated (21) for
plants to take root on the aggraded surface.

In addition to NC-8,

this pattern was also well exposed at localities NC-43-3 and the eastern
end of the NC-11 strip pits.
In contrast to pattern A which seems to reflect a distributary
system terminated before subaerial emergence, pattern B suggests detrital
reworking and deposition dominated by offshore processes.

This pattern

frequently consists of sandstones within the sandy interval tending to
thicken upward concurrent with upward decrease in thickness of inter
bedded silts (see Figure 8 d and e). Figure 11 illustrates a simple
occurrence (Bea-23) of thin bed sequence "d" making up the entire sandy
interval, whereas NC-38 exhibits the type "e" sandy zone.

The two close

ly spaced outcrops of Figure 12 indicate some of the variability which
may be associated with the sandy portion of this pattern.

The charac

teristic vertical thickness changes of both sequences "d" and "e" record
gradual increasing sand deposition alternating with periods of decreasing
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Figure 11.

Lithologic sections at Beaver-23 and New Castle-38 (see
Figure 2 for locations). These sections, from stratigraphic
pattern B of the mixed facies (Figure 9) exemplify vertical
sections "d" and "e" respectively, of Figure 8.
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Figure 12.

Outcrop at New Castle-4 (from Ferm and Cavaroc, 1969). The
Middle Kittanning coal•is datum for the stratigraphic cross
section. Location of the outcrops is shown in Figure 2,
with details on the small inset map.
This exposure from the mixed facies shows the truncated
remains of embryonic distributary sands overlain by reworked
and drifted sand beds, the uppermost of which forms a seat
rock for the Upper Kittanning coal. In the lower cross
section, the detrital interval thins rapidly where the sandy
wedge passes into bay fill silts and shales. Photographs
from these outcrops are presented in Plate II.
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volumes of finer materials.

The well sorted sands, low clay content

of the siltstones, and absence of gradational couplets indicates rework
ing with probable winnowing of finest detritus.

These patterns are

located along the thinning edge of the detrital wedge (i.e.: Figure 13),
and cross beds in all cases observed dip markedly towards the detrital
wedge.

This paleophysiographic position combined with apparent local

sand transport away from the open basin also suggest local reworking, re
sulting in somewhat cleaner sediment deposited by currents independent
of those which introduced the detritus.

Commonly within the same sandy

interval, both "d" and "e" sequences overlie a zone of thick or inter
mediate sands whose internal properties are similar to the basal sands
of pattern A (i.e.: Figure 12 a-d).

At such places the two sedimentary

zones are separated by a marked surface of discontinuity, and the lower
pattern A type sediments show some evidence of reworking (17).

This

common association of the basin dominated "d" and J'e" sequences disconformably above a lower unit which appears to represent the truncated
and reworked basinward end of an abandoned distributary mouth, suggests
that cannibalism of these abandoned systems may have provided much of
the detritus for distribution by basin currents.

The commonly thin to

absent finer zone over the sandy interval of pattern B, together with
rooting of the uppermost sand imply that in some, places infilling by
basin processes was sufficient to produce sites where vegetation could
take root.

In addition to NC-4, Bea-23, and NC-38, pattern B was also

observed at NC-5.
Stratigraphic pattern C contains a sandy interval dominated by
sequence "f", which may be replaced locally by either sequence "c" or
"g".

Figure 14 illustrates a typical exposure from this pattern in which
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Figure 13.

Local distribution map of stratigraphic patterns of the mixed
facies, showing their relation to the sandy and finer facies.
The location is central New Castle quadrangle. The "zero"
thickness interval line reflects the approximate convergence
of the Middle and Upper Kittanning coal seams (equivalent
to the boundary between the shale and silt patterns of Figure
5).
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the sandy zone overlies a uniformly thick, coarser upward, finer zone.
Individual finer upward couplets of the sandy zone extend for long dist
ances along the outcrop with only small changes in bed thickness.

Lower

couplets, which are commonly burrowed, thin, and dip gently downward
at both ends, pass uninterrupted into alternating silts of the under
lying finer zone, forming large indistinct overlapping lenticular wedges
of sandy detritus.

The characteristic absence of systematic vertical

change in thickness of the thin sands and interbedded silts reflects
the advance over a wide front rather than as a well organized channel.
Downward dipping of the beds further suggests broad, low cones of silt
and sand.

The silt rich, thin sand zone of sequence "g" marks a marginal

silting out of the sandy interval and is best shown at locality NC-431,2 (see Figure 15).

Here, basal couplet sands typically occur in

discontinuous lenses of small, trough-like cross beds, inferring that
a shortage of sand size detritus, rather than lower current velicity
probably accounts for the sand starved character of these basinward
sand zones.

Sequence "c", containing a thick sand, may occur locally

within the sandy interval of pattern C, exhibiting all of the character
istics found in pattern A including a much reduced overbank unit.
Although these channel components are similar to the "A" pattern, lateral
control indicates that the channel system in pattern C did not develop
on a self-constructed "high" as in "A" but was confined in part by pre
existing subaqueous topographic "lows" formed by the thinning edges of
the underlying sandy wedges.

The outcrop in Figure 14 shows a thick

sand channel where sand deposition was sufficient to develop a terminal
near subaerial topographic "high".

The more basinward scoured channels,

which received little sand, (Figure 15) remained open to marine condi
tions upon abandonment (22).

Outcrops in this area are not sufficient
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Figure 14:

Outcrop at New Castle 11-5,6 (after Ferm and
Datum for the stratigraphic cross section is
Kittanning coal. Location of the outcrop is
Figure 2, with details provided on the small

Cavaroc, 1969).
the Middle
shown in
inset map.

This outcrop illustrates sediments of the mixed facies de
posited from multiple small overbank crevasses (see text).
Several of the sand and silt beds making up the sandy
interval continue uninterrupted into the underlying siltstone. The thick, channel associated sand formed above
the thinning edge of the underlying sand-silt wedge.
Selected photographs from this outcrop are shown in Plates
III-l through III-4.
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Figure 15.

Outcrop at New Castle-43 (from Ferm and Cavaroc, 1969).
The Middle Kittanning coal is the datum for the stratigraphic cross-section. Location of the outcrop is shown on
Figure 2, with details on the inset map.
The lower wedge of basinward small overbank .crevasse deposits
(43-1 to 43-2 a,b) are overlapped by a younger, sandier wedge
(43-2 d,c) of similar origin. The small subsequent channel
(43-2 c) was partially infilled with silt and very thin lenti
cular accretion sands (43-2 d), and then abandoned to accu
mulate organic debris and limestone.
The photographs on Plates III-5 through III-8 illustrate
portions of this outcrop.
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to establish exact relationships between pattern C and patterns A and
B.

However, its attributes strongly suggest depositional infilling

from multiple crevasse-like systems lateral to an advancing subaqueous
distributary.

Unlike pattern A, cross bed dip directions are uniform

throughout the sandy interval implying a consistent frontal advance of
the entire system rather than establishment of fixed distributaries of
A.

Figure 13 likewise illustrates the proximity of patterns A and C,

with A characteristically lying between pattern C and open basin
areas (23).

Other locations where pattern C was observed are NC-47 and

NC-15.
Figures 16 and 17 summarize the diagnostic sandy zone sections
of the mixed facies, their spatial distribution, and inferred lateral
relationships.

The more common sandy interval sequences of Figure 8

are arranged in Figure 16 as they occur in the three stratigraphic
patterns making up the mixed facies.

The light arrows connecting these

sandy sections indicate the transitions which may be expected as lateral
equivalents, based upon the pattern models and their general spatial
relations.

Figure 17 schematically illustrates this spatial distribu

tion, suggesting the distributary system represented in pattern A pro
vides the detritus to both the protected environment of pattern C and
the basin dominated environment of pattern B.

Relation of the Mixed to Finer and Sandy Facies
The properties of the finer facies, composed of shales and silt
stones, were described on pages 18 and 19 and are summarized in Table 1.
Small localized areas of finer facies sediments are dispersed through
out the Middle-Upper Kittanning detrital wedge, but only along the
outer

edges of this wedge is the facies consistent enough to be mapped
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Figure 16.

Synthesis of the sandy zone sequences of the mixed facies
(see text for discussion). Lower case letters refer to
section types previously illustrated in Figures 8 and 9.
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Figure 17.

Synthesis of spatial relations of stratigraphic patterns of
the mixed facies. Coarse dot patterns indicate "thick sands",
fine dot patterns the "intermediate sands", and ruled
patterns the "thin sands" (of Figure 8). The lines of sec
tion reflect the stratigraphic patterns A,B, and C (depicted
in Figure 9). Pattern B overlaps the basinward extremity of
pattern A (as in section e/b of Figure 16), while pattern c
is isolated from direct contact with pattern A. The arrows
indicate the general and transport directions in each of
these patterns.
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PLATE I

Photographs from the Mixed Facies: Embryonic Distributary Subenvironment

Photo 1-1:
Channel associated sandstone at NC-8d (Figure 10)

Photo 1-2':
Thicker mouth-bar sand overlain by thinner overbank sands and interbedded silts at NC-8b (Figure 10)
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PLATE II
Photographs from the Mixed Facies: Marginal Reworked Subenvironment

Photo II-l:
Partially reworked mouth-bar sand-silt couplets, overlain by sharp
ly bounded, reworked sands and silts at NC-4a (Figure 12)

Photo II-2:
Lower thin overbank sands, separated from the upper winnowed sand
by a coarser-upward silty "bay-fill" at NC-4e (Figure 12)
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PLATE III

Photographs from the Mixed Facies: Multiple Overbank Crevasse Subenviroiv
meat

Photo III-l;
Thin sand-silt couplets of sandy interval between NC-ll-5c and 5d
(Figure 14)

Photo III-2:
Sandstones of small, subsequent channel at NC-ll-6b (Figure 14)
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Photo III-3:
Large scale tabular cross stratification sets, interbedded with
sets of small scale ripples at NC-ll-6a (Figure 14)

Photo III-4:
Base of thin sandstone slab, showing small scale ripple forms near
NC-11-5 (Figure 14)
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Photo II1-5:
Sand-poor basinward edge of thinning, minor overbank crevasse wedge
at NC-43-2b (Figure 15)

Photo III-6:
Thin sand-silt couplets of minor overbank crevasse deposit, show
ing sequence of minor structures at NC-43-1 (Figure 15)
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Photo III-7;
Isolated small trough cross bed sets typical of base of thick siltshale couplets in basinward sand-poor minor crevasse deposits (NC-43-2a;
Figure 15)

Photo III-8:
Large coal ball and rafted coal, overlain by marine shale in small
abandoned channel of NC 43-2 (Figure 15)
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(Figure 5).

The typical overall coarser upward grain size pattern

along this basinward zone (see photograph, Plate IV 1) is marked by
many small and occasionally large reversals of this trend (see Figure
16).

Very marked examples of such reversals in the uppermost sediments

of many vertical intervals are commonly overlain by rafted coal.

Such

terminal, finer upward reversals probably reflect termination of
detrital influx prior to complete infilling.

Conversely, other sec

tions which do not exhibit this grain size reversal, are typically
heavily rooted and are taken to indicate complete infilling to near
water level.
Along junctions of the finer and mixed facies, vertical patterns
in the finer facies vary markedly in direct response to processes
depositing sediments of the adjacent sandy zone.

Several of these

finer patterns were illustrated in earlier figures (10, 12, 14, and
15), with their relations to the mixed facies summarized in Figure 16.
Also illustrated on Figure 16 is a finer facies composed of organic
rich black shales alternating with shaly rafted cannel coal, usually
overlying a small initial zone of coarser upward silts and shales.
These deposits are locally widespread (24) and appear to have formed
in large, partially-impounded lakes receiving only finest detritus and
rafted organics.
The relationship between the sand and mixed facies is illustrated
on Figure 18 which shows the sand facies as simply the further develop
ment of a major distributary from smaller crevasses (pattern A) and
bays of the mixed and finer facies.

The cross sections (25) of NC-40

(Figures 19A) and Sew-1 (Figure 20) provide illustrations of this rela
tionship, with the resultant large sand body marked by a widespread,
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Figure 18:

Sequential development of bottom-splay distributary sand
stones in the outter deltaic plain environment. The
horizontal lines mark inferred water surfaces.
Stage 1: accumulation of pro-delta clays and silts over
subsided marsh surface
Stage 2: broad shallow scour of finer sediments, overlapped
by widespread advancing distributary mouth bar
Stage 3 : evolution of dominant channel confined by sub
aqueous levees and which progrades over and through
its earlier mouth bar sands
Stage 4 : continued evolution of the system whicn infills
the adjacent embayment with finer detritus to form
an active marsh surface. Channel levees are
separated locally from the back swamp by leveeflank depression lakes
Stage 5: abandonment of the system with subsequent submergence. Abandoned channel slot initially
reduced by lateral accretion, and finally by
settling of finer detrital and peaty material.
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Figure 19:

Outcrops at New Castle-40 and Columbiana-42. The Middle Kittanning coal is the datum for
these stratigraphic cross sections. Location of the outcrops is shown on Figure 2, with
details on the small inset map.
The NC-40 exposure shows the edge of a large sand plug formed from deposits associated
with a major distributary of the Upper-Middle Kittanning detrital wedge. The cross section
at Col-42 shows a portion of the sediments which filled an abandoned, basinward channel
slot of this type of major distributary.
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Figure 20:

Outcrop at Sewickley-1 showing the thick, channel associated
sand scoured deeply into its underlying mouth bar sands.
The lower coal is the Middle Kittanning, and the upper coaly
and rooted detritus (1-b) is near the projected Lower Free
port coal horizon. The location is shown on Figure 2, with
details on the small inset map. A photograph from the
channel associated sandstone is shown on Plate IV-2.
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nearly flat base, and becoming narrower upward in cross section (26).
The characteristic thick, festoon cross bedded sandstone of the sandy
facies (see photograph, Plate IV 2) occupies the position of the thick
sand (section "c" of Pattern A, Figure 9) in the mixed facies.

The

lower portion of the festoon distributary sands is sharply separated
from the associated mouth-bar sands by one or more broad, concave upward
scours which extend to (or nearly to) the base of the entire sand body.
The distribution of the sandy facies is shown on Figure 5.
Sediments which fill the last occupied channel slot of these
distributary sands differ markedly between basinward and landward loca
tions.

The more landward distributary systems such as at Sew-1

(Figure 20) and Well-22 (at western end of Figure 3) remained active until
just before deposition of the Lower Freeport coal horizon.

Here,

terminal channel fills are marked by plant rich, bioturbated to intense
ly rooted and leeched silty shales, underclays, and flint clays.
Interbedded non-marine limestones and rafted shaly coals also occur.
More basinward at Col-41 (Figure 19B), rafted shaly coal associated with
marine limestones and black marine shales characterize the fill of
abandoned channels.

In both environments, initial fill of the channel

slot consists mainly of lateral accretion of lenticular units of sands
and silts to the channel banks (27), effectively reducing the slot width.
Such a response in modern alluvial channels is said to reflect diminished
discharge (Welder, 1959, p. 77).

Leopold (1964, p. 217) believes

marked fluctuation in channel width (rather than depth) with varying
stream discharge to be characteristic of wide, "dish-shaped channels"
which have poorly cohesive bank materials.
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PLATE IV
Photographs of Strata from the Finer and Sand Facies

Photo 17-1:
Finer facies "bay-fill”, composed of shales grading up into
siltstone at NC-42 (Figure 2)

Photo IV-2:
Large scale trough cross stratification of major channelassociated, distributary sandstone at Sew-lb (Figure 20)
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BEACH-BARRIER SEDIMENTS OF THE MIDDLE TO
UPPER KITTANNING INTERVAL

Lithic Character
The fluvio-deltaic dominated sediments are by far the most wide
spread rock types of the detrital wedge between the Middle and Upper
Kittanning coal beds.

A much smaller volume of sediment, interpreted

as deposits of a barrier-beach environment, also occurs in a small area
near the northerly limit of the Kittanning outcrop (Figure 5).

Strati-

graphically these deposits overlie the Middle Kittanning coal horizon
and are at least partially overlain to the north by a thick Washingtonville marine-brackish finer bay-fill (Figure 21, NC-50-3).

The Upper

Kittanning coal, which provided an upper boundary to the detrital wedge
to the south, cannot be identified with certainty this far basinward
(28).
Figure 21 (NC-50-1) depicts a north-south exposure showing many
of the features which characterize this barrier bar facies.

Most strik-

is the frequency of rapid to abrupt lithic changes occurring within
extremely short distances.

This is in direct contrast to the more

gradual and systematic change which typifies larger outcrops of the
fluvio-deltaic sediments to the south (i.e.: Figures 10, 11, 14, and 15).
The second most obvious characteristic of this facies is evidence of
overall detrital reworking and winnowing indicated by good size sorting
within beds, sharp contact between beds, the high degree of masceration
of plant material in the organic rich silts and shales, very clean
(quartz rich) sandstones, and apparent paucity of minor structures with
in the sands.

These properties commonly occur in "beds" as small as

one quarter inch thick.

Both of these characteristic, high internal
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Figure 21:

Outcrops at New Castle-50, showing sediments of the barrier-bar facies (from Fern and
Cavaroc, 1969).
The location of the structural cross section (50-1) and related sec
tions is shown on Figure 2 and the small inset map.
The sequential development of these deposits is presented in Figure 22,
contains selected photographs from NC-50-1.

Plate V
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variability and reworked detritus, are most similar to the partially
winnowed and drifted sediments of the marginal fluvio-deltaic wedge
(Figure 9, pattern B).
The exposures at NC-50 (Figure 21) contain sands of three
major litho-genetic subdivisions within the beach-barrier facies: the
chenier-like beach deposits; the off-shore barrier-bar sediments; and
deposits of a transitional minor bar-beach subdivision.

The chenier-

like deposits extend across NC-50-1 above the abandoned marsh surface,
and include sediments associated with the pebbly sand beds.

The thick,

massive upper sand of NC-50-1, as well as the sandstone of NC-50-2,3
comprise the barrier-associated sands.

The transitional minor beach-

bar facies made up of smaller lenticular sands (NC-50-1, sections "b"
through "f") and associated well sorted sand and silt interbeds, occur
stratigraphically between the chenier and barrier depositional units
(NC-50-1, sections "b" through "i").
An interpretive reconstruction of the evolution of the outcrops
(NC-50-1,2) in Figure 21 is presented in Figure 22.

In this reconstruc

tion, basinward accreting chenier-like deposits (29) are overwhelmed
by the larger and partially contemporaneous transgressive barrier facies
(summarized in section 7 of Figure 22).

Sediments of the C :nier-like Beach Units
Three lithologically similar, basinward accreting sedimentary
units make up the initial chenier subdivision of exposure NC-50-1
(Figure 21; stages 1,2,3 of Figure 22).

Each accretionary unit is

bounded at the shoreward end by a sharp sigmoidal scour surface which
dips gently northward.

The thickest sand of each unit overlies this

scour and extends northward as a thinning, sharply bounded apron of
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Figure 22.

Sequential development of a transgressive barrier-bar facies (after Ferm and Cavaroc, 1969).
Stages 1 through 6 are based on the outcrops at New Castle-50 (Figure 21), and depict
southerly transgression of the thick, basinward barrier-like sandstone as the detrital
starved area slowly subsides. In stages 1 through 3 and stage 5, chenier-like beach units
are accreting basinward contemporaneously. The deposits of stage 4 probably represent
small seaward facing bars developed as the shoreline submerges.
Stage 7, the lower section, is a generalized cross section of deposits from this facies.
The small, seaward accreting units are advanced upon and finally overriden by the trans
gressive barrier sand. The barrier sand itself is finally submerged and buried in finer
bay silts and shales.
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sand.

Within this well sorted quartzose sandstone, "wavey" markings

are the only common sedimentary structures.

This thick, beach-like

sand interfingers basinward with the silts and sandy silts that overlie
the sand apron.

A zone of extremely poorly sorted detritus immediately

basinward of this interfingering indicates a restricted zone of erratic
turbulence.

These poorly sorted sediments, in turn, grade northerly

into alternating silts and sandy silts similar to the "fills" of the
fluvio-deltaic interval except for a somewhat coarser grain, size.
Within the turbulence zone, the organic-rich black silty shales and
sandy silts contain abundant whole leaves and leaf fragments which,
together with detrital micas, exhibit little preferential orientation.
Lenses of the thin, slightly sandier silts (maximum of 3 in. by 20 ft.)
within this zone often occupy shallow scours whose axes have a strong
east-west component, suggestive of local currents sub-parallel to the
beach sand.

Other sandy lenses have poorly defined gradational

boundaries.

Thin, needle-like subvertical burrows are very abundant

in the poorly sorted finer sediments as well as the interfingering
beach sands, but were not observed in the better sorted basinward silts.
The depositional unit of stage 3 differs from the preceeding
chenier-like deposits by the occurrence of abundant pebbles within the
sands.

In addition, bedding and incipient pebble imbrication suggest

depositing currents from the north, presumably from the back side of
the seaward, barrier sand facies (NC-50-2, Figure 21).

Pebbles within

this unit usually consist of sideritic replaced woody material and
small stems.

Concentrated at the top of the sand bed as a lag deposit,

individual pebble layers dip southward through the sand, becoming sparse
near the base.

At what was probably the low point in this trough

(sections "f" to "g"; Figure 21), siderite pebbles form the bulk of
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the sand bed.

In contrast, pebbles of the seaward facing chenier beach

sand of this unit (section "e"; Figure 21) consist of gray, flattened
shale chips in layers parallel to subhorizontal bedding.

Both pebble

types probably formed as lag deposits (30), with the shale chips forming
in place and the sideritic nodules winnowed and transported from the
seaward bar.

Thus, the area between the chenier-like beach and outer

bar probably developed as a strand-parallel slough with decreasing cur
rent intensities, and which became the site of deposition of poorly
sorted silts and finally rafted plant material, now represented by the
upper coal (stage 3; Figure 22).

At this time, the outer bar may have

become emergent.

The Barrier Bar and Transitional Minor Bar-Beach Units
Stages 4 through 6 of Figure 22 depict the gradual transgressions
of the thick barrier-bar sandstone of NC-50 (Figure 21).

The sand of

this facies thins northward to about three feet (in NC-50-3) where the
top is heavily bioturbated and overlain by thick brackish to marine
finer bay-fill.

Southward (NC-50-1,2; Figure 21) the lower portion of

the thick sand is very quartzose with some dissimineated carbonaceous
material and thin discontinuous bands of carbonaceous sandy silt.

Casts

of detrital stems and twigs occur on southerly dipping internal planes
within the lower few feet.

This lower portion passes abruptly upward

into an uninterrupted section of clean, well sorted prthoquartzitic
sandstone which breaks into large, nearly horizontal (31) tabular flags
two to three inches thick.

No sedimentary structures could be identified

in either portion of the sand body.

Internal differences between the

portions of the sand can be attributed to accumulation on the shoreward
versus seaward side of the transgressive barrier sand (32)„
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Concurrent with the barrier facies transgression of stages four
through six (Figure 22), a series of landward sand bodies and well sorted
silts (Figure 21, NC-50-1, sections "b" through "i") comprise the transi
tional minor bar-beach subfacies.

A minor reversal (stage 5, Figure 22)

is marked by a small chenier-like unit similar to those of stages 1
through 4 (Figure 22) landward of the major sand barrier (sections "g"
through "i" in Figure 21).

The lower of the transition subfacies sand

bodies (sections "b" through "f" of Figure 21) is markedly lenticular,
and made up of large, northward dipping sigmoidal accretion beds (33).
Vertically upward, the younger sand bodies (stage 4, Figure 22) lose
both their lenticular form and accretion bedding, developing instead
flaggy characteristics similar to the lower portion of the barrier sand.
All have extremely sharp upper surfaces, are composed of well sorted
quartzose sandstone, and appear to reflect deposits of an environment
of minor accretionary beaches or bars.

Northward, these small bars pass

into a zone of interbedded sands and silts which may have been deposited
in a trough bounded seaward by the larger barrier facies (stage 4,
Figure 22).

The black silts of this zone are well sorted, contain only

mascerated carbonaceous material, and exhibit parallel (textural) or
lenticular laminations.

The interbedded sands are white, well sorted

quartzose with sharp tops and bases, and form northward dipping continu
ous beds one to two inches thick.

Northward, these beds thin and become

silty, whereas to the south the pass uninterrupted into the minor beach
or bar sand bodies (34).

Summary of Relationships
The lower sketch on Figure 22 summarizes the general pattern of
the transgressive beach-barrier facies associated with the basinward
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edges of the abandoned and subsiding Middle-Upper Kittanning detrital
wedge (35).

Chenier beaches scour earlier marsh deposits and accrete

seaward concurrent with offshore barrier-bar development.

Possibly

because of continued subsidence uncompensated by detrital replenishment,
the chenier forms give way to minor accretionary bar-like sands as the
large offshore barrier-bar migrates landward.

Finally, barrier-bar

conditions completely override the former site of the chenier environ
ment, and, in turn, appear to fall victim to continuing subsidence and
flooding by finer detrital silts and clays of the next advancing delta
lobe.
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PLATE V

Photographs of Sediments from the Barrier-Bar Facies

Photo V-l; Apron sand of basinward chenier-like unit (near NC-50-la)
overlain and underlain by moderately sorted, coarser upward
silts and sandy silts. Rafted organic zone can be seen near top
of photograph.

Photo V-2: Lower sand (near NC-50-l,g) containing siderite pebbles.
Pebble layers dip down through sand to south, becoming sparse to
the base. Sand overlain by very poorly sorted sand, silt, and
shale.
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Photo V-3: Shale chip chenier-like sand (near NC-5-l,e).
chips weathered out, producing pocky sandstone.

Flattened

Photo V-4: Clay gravel forming along sandy strand line of Mississippi
River (near Baton Rouge, La.; lower river stage)
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Photo V-5; Outcrop at NC-50-1 between "slump zone" and section !5e“
showing minor bar-beach sands truncated to the south. Barrier
facies sand present at top.

Photo V-6: Closeup of massive appearing minor bar-beach sand lens.
Note sharp upper boundary and interfingering base. Lower portion
of accretion bedding can be seen near base.
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Photo V-7; Details of fine interbedding of quartzose sands and rafted
coal to shaly coal near base of minor bar-beach sand in photo
V-6.

Photo V-8: Interbedded well sorted siltstones and sandstones overlying
rafted organic bed (near NC-50-1,e; shale chip sand in lower right
corner). Note sharp contacts and fine interbedding near the base
of some sand beds as they pass into silt to the north from the
base upward.
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Photo V-9: Interference ripples on base of sandstone slab from the
well sorted, interbeds of photo V-8
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SUMMARY

The wedge of detrital sediments bounded by the Middle and Upper
Kittanning coal beds in westernmost Pennsylvania are deposits from a
major crevasse or minor distributary system which partially infilled
a large embayment of the outer deltaic plain.

Three major fluvio-

deltaic dominated facies - the sand, mixed, and finer facies - represent
respectively sediments of the main crevasse distributaries, deposits
of subordinate minor crevasses, and interdistributary silts and clays.
In addition, sediments of a fourth major facies - the basin process
dominated beach-barrier environment - also occur associated with this
detrital wedge.
Within the fluvio-deltaic dominated mixed facies, three sub
environments are represented: embryonic minor distributaries; deposits
of small, multiple overbank crevasses; and marginal sands, reworked and
drifted by basin currents.

Sand-silt interbeds of both the embryonic

distributaries and multiple overbank crevasses occur as distinctly
sharp based, gradationally finer upward, lithic couplets.

The reworked

marginal sands, conversely, have sharp tops and usually sharp bases
separating them from the silt interbeds.
The sand zone of the embryonic minor distributary forms a flat
based lens

of sand and silts surrounded by silts and shales.

Initially

thicker-sand (2.5' to 5') couplets, reflecting mouth-bar deposits, are
spread across a broad, flat scour surface.

A thick sand plug (up to

20') with a scouring concave-upward base represents the prograding
95
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channel-associated sand, overrides the initial thicker-sand couplets,
and is itself flanked by thinner-sand (<2.5') couplets of overbank
origin.

A vertical section through this sandy interval shows pronounced

thinning of individual sand beds vertically upward, concurrent with no
detectable change in thickness of silt interbeds.
The small, multiple overbank deposits of the mixed facies, in
contrast, form a widespread sand interval composed entirely of over
lapping lenses of thin-sand (<2.5') couplets.

Individual couplets pass

laterally into the underlying silts and shales, and a vertical section
exhibits no systematic thickness change of either sand or silt beds.
Deposits associated with small, subsequent channels are restricted to
"subaqueous lows" formed along the overlapping thin edges of the under
lying sandy lenses.
The third subenvironment of the mixed facies, a zone of reworked
and drifted sands and silts, fringes the basinward edge of the fluviodeltaic detrital wedge.

The sand-silt interveds are well sorted, and

sand thicknesses tend to increase upward concurrent with a very pronounced
upward decrease in siltstone thickness.

Internally, this sandy zone

is highly variable and often overlies truncated and reworked remains of
the embryonic minor distributary deposits.
The major distributary sand plugs which constitute the sandy
facies of this detrital wedge have a flat, widespread base (up to 1/2
mi.), and decrease in width upward in cross section.

Features of these

"bottom-splayed" sand bodies (up to 60' thick) of the outer deltaic
plane, can be explained through the litho-genetic model generated by
the smaller embryonic distributary sands of the mixed facies.

The finer

facies' silts and shales, reflecting interdistributary "bay-fills",
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are characterized by overall increasing grain size upward.

Major inter

nal reversals of this vertical size trend often reflect activity in
adjacent subenvironments of the mixed facies.
The fourth major facies, representing a basinward barrier-beach
environment, is associated stratigraphically with the final stages and
subsequent abandonment of fluvio-deltaic progradation of the MiddleUpper Kittanning wedge.

Within this facies (1/2 to 1 mi. wide), inter

nal sedimentary properties vary abruptly in short distances, although
detrital material generally is extremely well sorted in sharply bounded
beds.

The beach subenvironment is marked by seaward accreting, chenier-

like detrital units.

The base of each unit at the landward end is a

seaward dipping, sigmoidal shaped scour surface overlain by well sorted
clean sand.

This "beach sand" passes immediately seaward into a narrow

zone of non-sorted detritus, presumably indicating a band of wave current
turbulence, which grades in turn into well sorted "bay fill" silt and
sandy silt laminae.

Offshore from the accreting chenier-like units, a

thick, massive to flaggy orthoquartzitic sandstone represents the
barrier-bar subenvironment.

Termination of the overall barrier-beach

environment is characterized by transgression of the barrier sands over
the earlier chenier beach area, apparently in response to continuing
subsidence coupled with abandonment of the associated fluvio-deltaic
system providing the coarser detritus.
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NOTES AND ADDITIONS
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1.

A brief summary is presented in Chapter II of Adams (1954).

2.

Bronowski (19

) provides a brief account of the evolution of scien

tific determinism, together with reasons for its current disrepute.
3.

For example, see Le Comte (1887, p. 296) or Lyell (1854, pp. 115116).

4.

Playfair (1802, p. 9) was among the earlier apologists.

5.

For example, Nichols (1880, p. 94) and Huddle and Patterson (1961).

6.

Roughly coincident with Lower Productive Coal measures of the eastern
United States.

7.

See: Ferm and Williams (1960); unpublished M.S. theses (at L.S.U.)
by Cavaroc (1963), Henderson (1965), Roberts (1966); unpublished
PhD dissertaions (at L.S.U.) by Flores (1966), Merrill (1968),
Webb (1963), and Zimmerman (1966).

8.

See: Ferm (1962), Ferm and Williams (1964), Cavaroc and Ferm (1968);
unpublished M.S. thesis (at L.S.U.) by Cavaroc

(1963); unpublished

PhD dissertation (at L.S.U.) by Whaley (1969).
9.

Beaver, New Castle, and Sewickley quadrangles in Pennsylvania;
Columbiana and Wellsville in Ohio.

Throughout the text, these are

abbreviated Bea, NC, Sew, Col, and Well, respectively.
10.

The names of beds used in this paper are those

locally applied, and

relationships with the formal stratigraphic nomenclature of R.C.
Moore and others (1944) is obscure.
11.

The description and classification of minor sedimentary structures
noted in this study are given in the appendix II.

12. See appendix for description.
13.

Characteristics for each thickness group tabulated in Table 1 of
text.
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14.

Sand thicknesses < 0 . 5 inches were not normally recorded; silts tones
^ 3 feet within sandy zone are therefore considered as an internal
finer zone*

15.

Thickness correlations of typical sections are given in appendix V
for both sand and silt thickness versus stratigraphic position.
Only thin sands and silt interbeds were used to avoid obvious bias
of intermediate thickness beds.

16.

Similarity of properties between these sediments and studies of re
cent sediments, particularly in the lower Mississippi River delta,
has prompted adaptation of "recent sediment" terminology where
applicable, rather than generate new names (i.e.: Coleman, Ferm,
and Others, 1969).

17.

Welder (1959, p. 61) reports from the Mississippi River delta that
"during the months between floods... waves breaking against the
(outer distributary mouth) bar, not only rework the sediment, but
actually pile up large quantities of bar material."

Internal

changes in the inferred mouth-bar sediments going basinward within
the study area (i.e.: NC-8 to NC-4 to NC-11-1,2 to NC-43-3) appear
to reflect similar increased reworking.

These interrelated sedi

mentary changes appear to include:
1)

decrease in rate of lateral thickness change of beds,

2)

reduction in number of couplets present, combined with winnowing
out of finer sediment, leading ultimately to lenticular single
sand bed, and

3)

development of sharp upper sand bed boundary, often with loss of
internal structures (massive to flaggy sand).

18.

Tabular sets of planar cross beds, related by Harms and Fahnestock
(1965, Plate I) to channel bar migration.

Welder (1959, p. 39)
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describes ’’sand waves" (bars?) of about one foot amplitude as common
in distributary channels of Cupit's Gap crevasse.
19.

Coleman and Gagliano (1965, Table 1) note these structures, and
particularly their abundance, as indicative of subaqueous levee
deposits.

20.

Cross bed directions are listed in the appendix.

To exclude varia

tion "between-types" in inferred current direction, transport direc
tion in the mixed facies are inferred primarily from tabular sets.
21. Root penetration of the finer detritus below the Upper Kittanning
coal generally takes place beyond the main sandy zone -(Figures 10
and 14), and occasionally directly above the channel sand deposits
(Figure 14).

This relation implies preferential compaction of pre-

Middle Kittanning sediments under the weight of the main sand accumu
lation.

A similar process was envoked by Russell (1936) to explain

recent "levee-flank depression" lakes separating subaerially exposed
natural levees from the adjacent backswamp.
22. These "unfilled" channel scours typically occur in the sand-poor,
basinward portions of this type of sandy interval.

The presence

of isolated lenticular sets of sandy small scale trough cross bed
forms (flaser-like bedding) at many couplet bases indicates a short
age of sand size material in a system otherwise capable of transport
ing it.
23.

The suggested relationship to pattern A, with this pattern occurring
solely as an interdistributary feature of the mixed facies (Figure 7),
may result from modification on the open-basin side of the distribu
tary by basin processes and thereby contributing to pattern B.

The

typical near complete infill by sediments of this pattern, together
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with its lateral separation from Pattern A by a finer zone, argue
against its formation as a basinward (i.e.: distal-bar) facies of
Pattern A.
24.

Especially in northeastern Columbiana quadrangle in the vicinity
of Col-16 and 17.

25.

The large size of these sand bodies and inherent difficulty in
stripping them generally preclude total exposure in a single local
ity.

The exposures of Figure 19 appear to be associated with the

same sand body (Figure 5).

The outcrop in Figure 20 is a reconstruc

tion based on closely spaced sections along a partially exposed
valley wall.
26.

The flat-base of this "bottom-splay" sand may rest upon the under
lying coal, but has never been observed to remove the seam.

This

is in direct contrast to the large, "top-splayed" sands with deeply
scouring bases characteristic of upper deltaic or alluvial valley
facies of the Allegheny (Ferm and Cavaroc, 1968).
27.

The landward channel slot deposits (western edge of cross section,
Figure 3, and Figure 20) are discussed in Ferm and Cavaroc (1969).
Similar early lateral accretion deposits more basinward are shown
in Figure 19-B, and consist of three laterally and vertically
gradational facies:
1)

Tabular sands, abruptly overlying the festoon-bedded distribu
tary sand deposits.

These "flags" are internally massive to

marked by small "wavey" ripple forms;
2)
j

Alternate beds of sands and silts, arranged in couplets with
increasing grain size upward.

Sand tops are sharp, with scat-

I

tered roots or burrows;
3)

Thin bedded, organic rich siltstones.

i
j
i
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The individual lenticular: accretionary units (sand-flag to silt-sand
couplet to siltstone) dip up to 12° into the central portion of the
abandoned slot.

Up and down along the unit, dip decreases until

nearly sub-horizontal.
28.

It is possible that these deposits are stratigraphically related to
the very similar beach-bar sediments on Figure 6, which formed
contemporaneous with, and subsequent to, the Washingtonville marine
horizon.

29.

Similar "incipient beaches" or "chenier beaches" of recent age are
ascribed generally to reworking of marsh deposits by wave action.
Welder (1959, p. 22) notes these "incipient beaches" within the
outer deltaic environment, and Hoyt (1969) reviews in detail much
of the pertinent literature.

30.

The common partially flattened angular to stem-like shape, and identi
fiable woody material of the sideritic pebbles indicates accumulation
as low specific gravity woody material, with subsequent replace
ment.

The shale chips accumulated on sub-horizontal bedding planes,

probably as soft "clay gravels" similar to those which form along
beaches and bars of the Mississippi at low water stage.

Pronounced

flattened disc shape of the shale-chip pebbles indicates they were
likewise soft on burial.
31.

Dip angles of the flags are too small to accurately measure.

32. The cleaner, tabular sands would reflect more complete winnowing of
sands similar to the backside sand (lower portion).

The winnowed

detritus - stems, twigs, macerated carbon, silt and fine sand would be very similar to that introduced from the north in stage 3
of Figure 22.
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33.

Lack of marked basal scour, present in the chenier-like units, seems
to indicate fairly continuous sediment introduction.

Infill of a

subsided area by a newly available detrital source is inferred by
the rooted silt and in place trunks at the top of this subfacies,
also associated with a final, seward chenier-like beach (stage 5,
Figure 22).
34.

This passage typically occurs through splitting of the upper portion
of a basal tongue of the large sand body into thin (commonly 1/8" 1/4"), interlaminated quartz sand and organic rich finers to coal
stringers.

These, in turn, pass rapidly into finer silts, while the

lower portion of the sand tongue extends northward to form a sand
of the interbedded zone.
35.

These patterns are also present in the beach-bar sands of Figure 6.
Here, the interfingering of the upper surface of the barrier sand
with the overlying bay-fill silts is well exposed;

This upper re

lation is only suggested in the north (i.e.: NC-50-3) because of the
absence of the sand top.
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APPENDIX I
FIELD PROCEDURES AND TECHNIQUES
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The regional stratigraphic cross sections (Figures 3 and 4) and
the lithogenic facies maps (Figures 5 and 6) were based upon correlation
of 273 stratigraphic sections in the Beaver, New Castle, Sewickley,
Wellsville, Columbiana, and Lisbon 15* quadrangles of Pennsylvania and
Ohio.

Of the 83 sections in Pennsylvania (Beaver, New Castle, Sewickley),

30 were from the published literature and 53 were field measured.

These

sections, which encompass the area of major emphasis in this study, are
described in appendix VI.
Sections field measured for regional correlation included as
much of the Allegheny formation above and below the Kittanning zone as
was available.

These measurements, made with altimeter and hand level

as well as tape, usually included:
1.

dominant lithology of the sedimentary unit,

2.

unit thickness,

3.

type of unit boundary,

4.

azmuth of larger cross beds, and

5.

presence of fossil fauna and/or flora.

The spacing of sections necessary for correlation was based upon a quali
tative assessment of local variation from areas of dense or continuous
control.

Through much of the area where the bounding coals enclosed

the mixed or finer facies, effective spacing was on the order of one
to two miles.

Near the thinning edge of this detrital wedge, however,

spacing between sections not exceeding 1/4 mile was required to detect
convergence of the coals.

Optimum density of control in the sandy facies

varied between 1/4 and two miles.
Sections measured for specific studies within the Middle-Upper
Kittanning detrial wedge were recorded in more detail.

Where possible,

the following data was included:
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1.

lithology and thicktiess of sedimentary units 0.5 inches
thick or greater,

2.

type of unit contacts, with estimate of any apparent internal
and/or overall vertical trends in bed thickness or grain
size,

3.

presence, relative abundance, type, and condition of fossil
flora preservation (see appendix III), and

4.

presence, relative abundance, and type of minor sedimentary
structures (see appendix II), together with indicated
paleocurrent directions.

Due to the rapid rate of variation within this wedge, the most detailed
study was confined to laterally continuous outcrops.

Selection of spe

cific exposures was influenced by their size, freshness, and accessability.

The exposed face was mapped by measuring vertical sections at

approximately equal intervals along the outcrop.

Where accessability

permitted, specific beds were traced laterally along the exposure be
tween the bertical sections.
Of the detailed outcrops illustrated in the text, NC-11 (Figure
14), NC-43 (Figure 15), Col-42 (Figure 19), and NC-50 (Figure 21) were
sufficiently accessable to permit continuous tracing of individual beds.
Some beds could be traced in NC-4 (Figure 12), while other portions of
the outcrop were inaccessable.

In NC-8 (Figure 10), the exposure could

only be approached at the location of the measured sections, and features
between measurements were sketched and photographed from a distance of
about 25 to 75 yards.

Likewise, the exposure at Sew-1 (Figure 20) was

prepared from measured sections, with field sketches used to complete
the drawing.

The outcrop at NC 40 (Figure 19) was totally inaccessable
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except at section "c".

The remainder of the exposure was sketched with

hand level thickness measurements at "a" and "b" projected from an ad
joining spoil pile.
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APPENDIX II
CROSS STRATIFICATION, RIPPLE FORMS,
AND LAMINATIONS
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Eight types of minor sedimentary structures dominate the detrital
wedge bounded by the Middle and Upper Kittanning coals.

These features,

which are controlled in part by hydrodynamic processes active at the
time of formation, therefore constitute an intergral part of the sedi
mentary unit and formed simultaneously with it.

On this basis, these

are distinguished from imposed minor structures -- such as root penetra
tions, gasheaves, etc. -- which appear
thesediment

to have formedsubsequent

to

in which they occur.

Classification of these eight types of minor structures is based
primarily

on the studies of Harms and Fahnestock (1965), combined in

part with

the finer ripple and lamination types noted by Coleman and

Gagliano (1965).

Figure A.l summarizes these forms, and their associa

tion with rock types is presented in Table 1.

The classes are listed

below.
1.

Horizontal strafitication consists of tabular sets of flat,
parallel laminae with large lateral extent relative to
thickness.

The basal laminae rests on a flat scour sur

face which is stratigraphically horizontal to slightly
dipping.

These structures are restricted to sand size

material with distinct to indistinct laminae boundaries.
The boundaries are surfaces of concentration of detrital
mica and mascerated carbonaceous material.

Laminae of

this type have been interpreted (Harms and Fahnestock)
as the outcome of plane bed transport in thelower portion
of the upper flow regime.
2. Large scale trough cross stratification has laminae which
are parallel to subparallel with the strongly curved,
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erosional set base.

Sets are truncated by other sets,

causing a common highly divergent apparent dip direction
of laminae across set boundaries.

Truncated remains of

each set are normally greater than three inches thick,
occurring only in sand size detritus, this stratification
type has been interpreted (Harms and Fahnestock) as fill
ing of local scours which form on a stream bed in associa
tion with migrating subaqueous dunes.
3.

Large scale tabular cross stratification consists of tabular
sets of planar to gently concave upward laminae.

These

laminae are subparallel and form angles of up to 25° with
the upper set boundary.

Within a set, laminae commonly

pass from high angle non-tangential into tangential with
the set base in the down-current direction.

The sets com

monly range from 1 to 15 inches thick, and frequently have
a gently bulbous or concave upward basal surface.

This

type of cross bedding occurs in sand size material which
is typically better sorted and winnowed than sands with
large scale trough cross stratification.

Harms and Fahne

stock find similar sets associated with channel bars having
"sinuous, relatively long, avalanche faces on the down
stream margins".

The non-tangential laminae appear to

indicate gravity slide deposition only, which passes downcurrent into tangential laminae deposition from both gravity
slide and suspended detritus (McKee, 1965, pp, 76,81).
4.

Small scale trough cross stratification is very similar in
geometry to the large scale form, but differs in set
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thickness (generally < 0.5 in.) and by occuring in finer
grained sandstones and coarser siltstones.

Similar features

are interpreted (Harms and Fahnestock) as infill of scours
forming in advance of migrating linguloid-type current
ripples.
5.

Small scale tabular cross stratification differs from the
large scale forms in that set thickness is exclusively less
than 0.5 inches, in the apparent absence of the basetangential laminae variety, and in its presence in finer
sands and siltstones.

In some cases, these sets represented

sections through small scale trough cross beds parallel
to the trough axis, and appear to have formed as deposits
from small ripples or ripple train migration.
6.

Climbing current ripples, commonly called ripple drift lamina
tions, are wholly or partially preserved bed forms of
assymetrical ripples, with successive crests offset in a
down-current direction.

They usually occur in local zones

(<2' laterally and <1.5' thick) of poorly sorted fine
sands and silts, and are weakly developed (individual sets
of offset, superimposed crests seldom persist more than 3"
vertically).

These ripples reflect rapid deposition from

unusually heavy sediment-laden currents.
7.

Lenticular laminations are isolated, lenticular, coarse to
medium silt concentrations, typically less than 1/2 inch
long and 1/8 inch high.

They have a flat base, an assy-

metrical ripple-shaped to convex upward top, minute internal
parallel laminae at an angle to the base, and occur as
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discontinuous laminae within more poorly sorted siltstone.
These appear to represent "sand starved" ripples migrating
across a silty clay bottom.
8*

Parallel laminations are restricted to shale and silty shale
detritus.

The laminae are thin, sub-parallel and sub-

planar, with a marked parallel orientation of platy detri
tus.

The laminae may be distinguished by textural

(usually grain size) or color (usually organic concentra
tion) difference.

These laminations seem to reflect

deposition primarily through settling in a standing body
of water.
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APPENDIX III
PALEOCUKRENT AZMUTHS

]

I
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Azmuths are based on the larger cross bed forms, except those
marked by (*) which indicate smaller ripple forms.

Bearings are in

degrees from true north.

A.

MIXED FACIES SANDSTONES
NC-8b
8c
8d
8e

005,030,025,035,030,095,015,040,020,025,045,105
300,295,280,310,290,295,300,285,290,300
280,350,310,295,320,310,290,280,300,295,360,355
270,265,280,275,270,240,260

NC-4a:

(lower intermediate ss): all 270 (+10)
(middle intermediate ss): all 240 (+10)
(upper intermediate ss): predominately about 300
(lower intermediate ss): all 180 to 270
(lower intermediate ss): predominately 225 to 270
(top intermediate ss): all 225 to 315

4b:
4c:
4e:
Bea-23:

NC-38:

(location in section undifferentiated)
350,020,010,310,340,015,325,320
180* to 270*

NC-ll-6a :
ll-5a:
ll-5b:
ll-5d:
NC-43-3:

280,230,010,280,300,275,315,320,245,220,285
225,295,290,350,340
300,320;140*,095*,175*,145*
275*,315*,285*,300*,290*,280* (upper unit)
295,290;175*,190*,200* (lower unit)
240*,150*
(intermediate thickness ss)
010,120,060,120,185,130,055,120,080,100,070,350

B.' DISTRIBUTRY SANDSTONES
NC-40:

(inaccessable festoon ss): est. 050

Sew-1:

305,250,040,310,245,355,245,310,250,250,130,255,
240,050,315

Bea-22:

220,005,300,020,320,245,035,310,290,335,010,330

NE Well. Quad.:

010,335,325,290,030,010,350,250,005,170,085

NG-11 (above U.K. coal):
025,030,315,320,340,300,350,290,340,290,020,070,030
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APPENDIX IV
FOSSIL FLORA
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No attempt was made to systematically identify the fossil flora.
Representative floral lists of the area are presented in White, 1878
(pp. 54, 55, 68, 70, 220, 234, 250).

Data recorded in this investiga

tion consisted of:
1.

Interpretation of material as detrital or _in situ

2.

Type and physical condition of preservation, as:
a.

Mascerated carbonaceous material (inferred floral
remains)

b.

Leaf fragments

c.

Whole leaves

d.

Twigs (less than 1.8 inch diameter)

e.

Small stems (1/8 to 1 inch diameter)

f.

Large stems (greater than 1 inch diameter)

Method of preservation, as:

4.

a.

Carbonized

b.

Pyrite or siderite replaced

c.

Cast or mold only

Relative abundance, as:

abundant, common, sparse

The general associations of these floral types with lithic com
ponents of the detrital wedge are summarized in Table 1.
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APPENDIX V
SELECTED THICKNESS-POSITION CORRELATIONS
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To illustrate the vertical bed thickness tendencies which charac
terize the various groups of sandy intervals of the mixed facies (the
rows of Figure 8 ; patterns of Figure 9), Spearman's Rank-Order Correla
tion Coefficients (r) were calculated (see Siegel,•1956, for techniques)
for both the sands (rg) and silt interbeds (rp of a section typical of
each group.

Beds are ranked by thickness (1 = thinnest bed), and order

is equated with stratigraphic position (1 = oldest bed).

Only the

"thin sandstones" and associated siltstones (Figure 8) of each group
were used, in order to avoid obvious thickness bias.

The resulting

correlation coefficients are presented on Figure 8 .
In the following tables,
1)

bed thickness = inches,

2)

position = y

3)

rank = x,

4)

rank - position = d,

5)

calculated t-value for correlation coefficient
(after Siegle, '56) = t.

Correction for tied ranks were made, where appropriate, in calculating

Ex'
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NC-8b Sandstone (see Figure 10):
thickness
1
0.5
1
0.5
3
4
6
4
4.5
5
7

b.

rank
3.5
1.5
3.5
1.5
5
6.5
10
6.5
8
9
11

position
11
(top)
10
9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
(base)

Z d2 = 410.5
E x 2 = 108.5
E y 2 = 110.0
r„s =-0.8787
t

= 5.5218 w/9 df .
(sig.05)

NC-8b Siltstone (see Figure 10):
thickness
8
3.5
4
9.5
8
2
9
7
7.5
4
5

rank
8.5
2
3.5
11
8.5
1
10
6
7
3.5
5

position
11
(top)
10
9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
(base)

Ed2
I x2
I v2
r
f
t

=
=
=
=

200
109
110
0.0867

= 0.2610 w/9 df
(ns.05)
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c.

Bea-23 Sandstone (see Figure
thickness
2.5
21
9
10
17
6
2.5
2
0.5
2
9
4

rank
4.5
12
8.5
10
11
7
4.5
2.5
1
2.5
8.5
6

position
12
11
10
9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1

(top)
Z d 2 = 154.5
I x 2 = 141.5
E y 2 = 143.0
rs = 0.4569
t

= 1.6242 w/10 df
(ns.05)

(base)

Bea-23 Siltstone (see Figure 11):
thickness
0.3
1
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.5
.2
2
2
2.5
3.5
4

rank
2.5
6
2.5
2.5
2.5
5
8
8
8
10
11
12

position
12
11
10
9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1

(top)
i d 2 = 528
= 136
£ v2 = 143
r. =-0.8926
f
t

= 6.2638 w /10 df
(sig.05)

(base)
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e.

NC-ll-5d Sandstone (see Figure 14):
thickness
4
2
1
1
1.5
1
1
0.5
4
1
2.5
. 2
2.5
4
10
0.5
1
2

rank
16
11
5.5
5.5
9
5.5
5.5
1.5
16
5.5
13.5
11
13.5
16
18
1.5
5.5
11

position
18
17
16
15
14
13
12
11
10
9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1

(top)

A

E d 2 = 1036.5
Z x 2 = 462.0
X y 2 = 484.5
r_
a =-0.0980
t

= 0.3938 w/16 df
(n.s.05)

(base)

NC-ll-5d Siltstone (see Figure 14):
thickness
14
3
4
2
2.5
5
4.5
7
3
7
4.5
14
5
6
4.5
10
2.5
2.5

rank
17.5
5.5
7
1
3
11.5
9
14.5
5.5
14.5
9
17.5
11.5
13
9
16
3
3

position
18
17
16
15
14
13
12
11
10
9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1

(top)

Sid2 = 1017.25
Z x 2 - 478.5
I v 2 = 4484.5
Tf =-0.0563
t

= 0.2255 w/16 df
(n.s.05)

(base)
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g.

NC-ll-5e Sandstone (see Figure 14):
thickness
8
8
2
2
4
5
4
7

1
2.5

h.

NC-ll-5e
thickness
72
60
21
8
5
4
16
2.5

rank
7.5
7.5
2*5
2.5
4
5
6

1

position
8
7
6
5
4
3

(top)

rs = °-5301

2
4

I d 2 = 39
E x 2 = 41
E y 2 = 42

(n.s.05: Siegel '56 , Table P)
1

(base

Siltstone (see Figure 14)
rank
8
7
6
4
3
2
5
1

position
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1

(top)
E d 2 = 12
Ex2 = 42
Ey 2 = 42
rf = 0.8571
(base)

(sig.05: Siegel '' , Table P)
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APPENDIX VI
STRATIGRAPHIC SECTIONS
(New Castle, Beaver, Sewickley Quadrangle)
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New Castle Quadrangle
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Sections From Published Literature

New Castle 22:

2nd Pa. Geol. Survey, vol. Q, p* 204

New Castle 23:

2nd Pa. Geol. Survey, vol. Q, P- 207

New Castle 24:

2nd Pa. Geol. Survey, vol. Q, p« 227

New Castle 25:

2nd Pa. Geol. Survey, vol. Q, p- 230

New Castle 26:

2nd Pa. Geol. Survey, vol. Q, p- 232

New Castle 29:

2nd Pa. Geol. Survey, vol. Q, p* 246

New Castle 30:

2nd Pa. Geol. Survey, vol. Q, p* 245

New Castle 31:

2nd Pa. Geol. Survey, vol. Q, p« 199

New Castle 32:

2nd Pa. Geol. Survey, vol. Q, P- 201
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HEW CASTLE #1
Abandoned strip mine located on north hillside of Bennett's Run .3 miles
above its mouth. North Sewickley Twp., Beaver Co., Pa.

Top

10'
7.2'
0.3'
0.6'
5.8'
5.0'
4.0'
0.1'
3.0'
5.8*
5.7'
1.0'
0.6'
.3'
6 .8 '
18.5'
5.7'

Sandstone, very lenticular, orthoquartzitic
Shale, dark with scattered ironstone in lower 2 feet
Ironstone bed withmarg., crinoid?, Derbya?, Pecten?
(Washingtonville)
Shale, dark
Concealed, probably shale
Concealed, approximate position of (M.K.) coal
Underclay, plastic and semi-flint with iron ore
Coal, badly weathered
Underclay
Siltstone, poorly stratified with large iron ore balls; all
badly weathered
Shale, silty, poorly stratified
Shale, dark
Iron ore, weathered
Siltstone, dark, unstratified with phosphatic brachs? or fish
plates? (Hamden)
Siltstone stratified
Shale, silty in upper part, abundant plants
Concealed to base of stripping - position of (L.K.) coal
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NEW CASTLE #2
Section in abandoned limestone quarry and adjoining road cut at Wampam,
Big Beaver Twp., Lawrence Co., Pa. Top of section starts in abandoned
quarry reached by access road which crosses Pa. 18 with a concrete
overpass. Section proceeds down access road to highway cuts just north
of overpass.

Top
25' (est)
3'
.3'
1.4'
12.0 '
5.8'
11.3'
0 .2 '
.5'
6.3'
5.0'
5.7'
3.0'
0 .8 '
0 .6 '
1.3'
3.0'
0.5'
4.3'
6 .0 '
8.3'
5.5'
7.5'
0 .2 '
1.5'
1.5'
7.3'
5.8'
5.7’
1.4'

Shale grading upward to siltstone
Shale, dark with a few iron nodules
Shale, dark with abundant iron nodules and pecten
(Wa sh ing tonvi1le)
Shale, dark
Concealed to position of (MK) coal
Concealed
Shale, dark with scattered Fe-stone
Fe-stone, with phosphatic brachs? (Hamden)
Siltstone, dark, non-bedded
Shale, dark poorly exposed
Siltstone, laminated and shale
Shale, gray and silty
Shale, gray with a few ironstone plates
Shale, light gray
Shale, dark
Coal (L.K.)
Underlay, silty in lower part
Flint clay
Underclay, silty in lower part
Siltstone with a few iron nodules, grades laterally to
sandstone
Shale, silty with sandstone beds ..1' to .5' thick and iron
nodules
Shale, with siltstone and sandstone beds .05' to 0.2' thick;
iron nodules
Limestone (Vanport)
Shaly limestone (Vanport)
Limestone (Vanport)
Shaly limestone (Vanport)
Limestone (Vanport)
(base of section in quarry)
Fine grained sandstone
Siltstone and sandstone interbedded
Shale, gray, silty
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New Castle #2 (continued)
.3'
1.4'
1*5'
10.0'
.5*
17.0'
45.0' (est)

Shale, dark coaly
Shale, with abundant plants
Sandstone, silty, poorly stratified
(base of access road section)
Concealed
Coaly position inhighway cut
Concealed
Sandstone to base of highway cut; (Mercer)
limestone in next cut to the north 20-30' below this sand
stone
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NEW CASTLE #3
Strip mine 1.5 SW of Darlington and .3 mile NW of Pa, 168.
Township, Beaver Co., Pa.

South Beaver

Top
12' (est)
1.5’
0.4’
7.0'
1.2 '
3.0'
2.0 '
5.0'
5.0'
5.0'
2 .0 '
7.0'

Shale and siltstone, coarser upward
Shale, dark
Coal, boney
Shale and siltstone with abundant plants
Coal (M.K.)
Underclay
Underclay grading downward into dark shale
Shale, dark
Shale, with ironstone; sparce fauna, including one straight
ceph. (Hamden)
Shale with ironstone
Coal, (L.K.) with pyrite parting in middle
Underclay, silty in lower part
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NEW CASTLE #4
Abandoned stripping 1 mile NE of center of Darlington and .2 miles east
of Darlington-New Galilee Road, Big Beaver Township, Beaver Co., Pa.

Top
5'
5'
10'

(est) Shale
(est) Silty sandstone, plant fragments
Shale and siltstone; marine (clams, calc, brachs, uncoiled
cephlopods) to base (Washingtonville)
0.5'
Coal (U.K.)
2.0'
Underclay, silty, rooted
2.0' to O'
Sandstone with roots; shalier to top; plant stems on
bedding
4.5'
Black silt, highly carbonaceous to coaly at base; up into
block shale with roots and plant leaves
12.5'
Siltstone and sandstone, even bedded
2.5'
Shale, silty laminated
7.0'
Shale, very dark in lower .3', and with platy ironstone
1.5'
Coal (U.K.)
6.0'
Poorly exposed underclay with large pisolitic limestone
in lower part
3.0'
Shale, gray with lenticular nodularpisoliticlimestone
10.5'
Shale, gray with large iron nodules
. 2.0'
Shale, gray with ironstone; marg., chon.,crinoid,
and
pecten (Hamden)
0.8'
Shale, black with ironstone (fauna as above)
0.3'
Shale, very black
2.5'
Shale, gray platy weathering with lenticular ironstone
8.0'
Concealed, position of (L.K.) coal
3.0'
Underclay
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NEW CASTLE #5
Composite of strip pits of north boro limits of New Galilee along Pa.
Rte. 168. Big Beaver Township, Beaver Co., Pa.

Top
5"

to 6 '

2'
2'
21' 8"
2'
27' 1"
1'
311
35'
1' 3"
6"
8"
2'
9"
5'
6'

Coal (locally called No. 6 by miners) (U.F .)^ wildly
irregular in thickness
Underclay (estimated)
Freshwater limestone (estimated)
Sandy siltstone
Sandstone
Gray siltstone with ironstone nodules; marine fossils in
base (Dorr Run)
Coal (L.F.), base covered
Covered
Shaly siltstone (pecten 23' from base); Marine (pelecypods)
in basal l 1 (Washingtonville)
Coal (UK)
Clay
Sandstone with roots* large plant stems, massive
Sands and silts, rooted (about 5 cycles)
Sand (3' ) up to silty clay
Shale, grey, plant leaves
Covered to floor of strip (MK)
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NEW CASTLE #6 A, B, and C

Strip mines on both sides of Pa. Turnpike 1 mile NE of New Galilee,
Big Beaver Township, Beaver Co., Pa. "C" is abandoned stripping on
Lower Freeport coal located
on hillside 2 miles E. of Jordan
Runand
.3 mile N. of Pa. 351. "B"
is strip on Lower and Upper Freeportcoal
just north of turnpike and 1.4 mile east-northeast of center of New
Galilee. "A" is .2 mile SW
of "B: on S. side of turnpike.

Top
20'
3'

(est)

Sandstone and silty sandstone
Blocks of poorly bedded siltstonewith rootlets and stems,
and patches of underclay
2'
Underclay
3.5-4'
Coal, (U.F.)
2'
Underclay
3'
Limestone, fragmental with balls of "pure"dark CaCOj in
light gray matrix
2.5'
Underclay, silty with scatter Is. nodules
0.3'
Siltstone with rootlets
3.5'
Underclay, silty with CaCOo nodules
0.1'
Shale, dark, laminated, silty
2.5'
Siltstone, poorly bedded
0.2'
Underclay, silty
3.0'
Sandstone, silty with rootlets
4.0'
Siltstone, laminated, greenish, with scatter
ironstone
nodules and vertical branching tubes of CO3
4.0'
Shale, silty, dark, poorly bedded in upper part
11.5'
Shale, dark silty with ironstone nodules; 1' below top .7'
lenticular bed of light gray fresh water Is. (lingular
sparce in lower 1 ' of shale)
2.0'
Siltstone, dark, non-bedded
4.3'
Shale, slatey, black coaly
1.3'
Siltstone, black laminated, this unit andoverlying 6.3'
at locality 6 "C" contains abundant pecten on bedding
planes (Dorr Run)
1.9'
Coal (L.F.)
.2'
Underclay, silty, base not exposed
43.0' (baro) Concealed across turnpike
20.0' (est)
Shale grading upward to silty shale; marinefauna, from
spoil 22' above base (Washingtonville)
1.0' (est)
Coal (U.K.)
2.0*
Shale, silty
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NEW CASTLE #6 A, B, and C (continued)
6.01
5.5'
0.51
2.1'
1.0'
15.01 (reptd)
2.0' (reptd)
5.0' (reptd)

Shale, silty and even bedded silty sandstone
Shale, gray with platey ironstone
Shale, gray with plant stems
Coal, (M.K.)
Underclay
Interval
Coal, (L.K.)
Underclay
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NEW CASTLE #7
Cut on macadam road leading from Pa. 51 eastward from Brady Run Valley
to Beaver Falls. About .2 mile N. of 40° and .4 mile W. of 80°20';
Patterson Twp., Beaver Co., Pa.

Top

6.0'
5.0
5.0
6.0
11.5
17.0
5.5
2.5
1.2
0.5
8.5
32.0
1.0
4.0

Sandstone
Siltstone
Silty sandstone, rootlets, poorly exposed
Sandstone
Sandstone and silty sandstone
Siltstone with silty sandstone at top
Shale
Shale, dark with abundant marine fauna, (Washingtonville)
Coal (M.K.)
Underclay
Sandstone and silty sandstone
Concealed
Badly weathered coal (L.K.)
Underclay, base not exposed
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NEW CASTLE #8

Large strip pit on south side of knob, 0.9 mi north of Darlington Boro,
Darlington Twp., Beaver Co., Pa.

Top
18’
16'
1*
5'
21'
15'
7'
17'
3'
1 '6"
2*
14'
4'
10'
1 '6"
4 ’6"
18’6"
2 ’6"
6'

Sandstone, sharp base, top concealed near hill crest
Siltstone, coarser upward; scattered iron nodules
Coal (L.F.)
Underclay
Concealed
Siltstone; marine (?) fauna in lower 2'
Sandstone; heavily burrowed, sharp base
Siltstone; finer downward
Shale, black; marine fauna, incl. clams, calc, brachs.
(Washingtonville)
Coal, shaly (U.K.)
Shale, rooted; leaves
Interbedded sands and siltstones; sandier to base
Siltstone
Shale; slightly silty upwards; leaves common to base
Coal (M.K.)
Underclay
Shale, iron nodules abundant in upper 14.5'
Coal (L.K.)
Underclay, base concealed
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NEW CASTLE #9
North end of strip pit east of Pa. RR tracks, 1% mi. north New Galilee,
Little Beaver Twp., Lawrence Co., Pa.

Top

21'8"
27'
1'
9"
2'
2'
3'6"
11'
1 '6"
11'
-

Micaceous flaggy sandstone
Silty shale with space ironstone nodules
Black, silty shale with marine fauna (Washingtonville)
Coal (U.K.)
Black shale, abundant leaves
Coal (M.K.)
Underclay
Shaly siltstone
Sandy siltstone
Shaly siltstone
Coal (L.K.)
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NEW CASTLE #10
Strip pit on west side of hill, immediately west of New Galilee, Darling
ton Twp., Beaver Co., Pa.

Top
27'6"
1'
13'
1'6"
1'
11'
7'
2'

Shaly siltstone, becoming sandy upwards
Shaly coal (U.K.?)
Shaly siltstone
Coal (M.K.)
Underclay
Silty shale with iron nodules; fossils at base (Hamden)
Silty shale
Black shale
Coal (L.K.)
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NEW CASTLE #11
Strip pit N. side Madden Run, 1% mi. along Pa. Rte. 331 NW from New
Galilee, Darlington Twp., Beaver Co., Pa.

Top
8 '6"
9"
1'
2'
8'
12'
8 '6"
2’
5'6"
1'
7'
8'
6"
41
3"
11'
1'
1*

Shaly siltstone; pec ten 5%' above base (Washingtonville)
Shaly coal (U.K.)
Underclay
Shaly siltstone
Sandstone with sandly silt interbeds
Sandstone, sharp base
Gray, shaly siltstone
Coal (MK)
Underclay
Nodular limestone
Clay down to clay-shale; flint clay and iron nodules
Shaly silt up to siltstone
Sandy siltstone
Siltstone
Sandy siltstone
Siltstone with plant leaves; shaly to base
Shale; brackish fauna (lingula)
Coal (L.K.); base concealed
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NEW CASTLE #12
Strip pit on bench, % mi. NE intersection Pa. Rte. 168 and Turnpike,
Big Beaver Twp., Lawrence Co., Pa.

Top
27'
2 '6"
2'
2 '6"
3'
22'
7'6"
11'
-

26'
2'
1' 9"
1'4"
1 '6"
2 '6"
35 ’6"
-

Sandstone
Black shale
Coal
Limestone
Underclay with limestone
Sandy siltstone
Black shaly siltstone
Covered
Coal
Covered
Olive brown siltstone
Black, slaty shale
Coal
Sandy siltstone
Silty sandstone
Black shaly siltstone; cf
Coal
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NEW CASTLE #13
Strip pit on hill immediately S. of Cannelton, Pa. cemetery, S. Beaver
Boro, Beaver Co., Pa.

Top
20'
6"
16'3"
6 '6"
2'6"
1'6"
1'6"

31
6'
3'6"

(est.)

Flaggy sandstone with plant fragments. Cuts shaly
coal beneath at various places in outcrop
Shaly coal (U.K.)
Siltstone
Sandy siltstone with shaly siltstone intercalations up
to 6" thick; intercalations contain plant fragments
Tough fissile black shale
Soft fissile black shale
Coal (top 9" shaly and cruddy); % mi. westward the coal
(MK) begins to undulate wildly making the interval between
it and the coal beneath (L.K.) significantly variable;
range of interval estimated as from 9' to 20'
Black silty shale with plant remains
Black silty shale with ironstone nodules
Covered interval
Coal (.L.K.)
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NEW CASTLE #14
Composite section from highest bench S. of Cannelton, S. Beaver Boro,
Beaver Co., Pa.

Top
2'9"
5"
43*
3'
24*
11'
12'4"
19'9"
5'6"
71
55'
29'
21'

Black slaty shale and cannel
Cruddy coal
Gray sandy siltstone
Coal (U.F.)
Covered interval
Siltstone
Sandstone
Siltstone
Covered interval
Coal (L.F.) and covered
Sandstone
Covered
Cross bedded sandstone
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NEW CASTLE #15
Strip pit 4 mi. E. Negley, Ohio, at intersection of Brush Creek with
Pa. Rte. 251, S. Beaver Boro, Beaver Co., Pa.

Top
16'3"
8 '6"
l 16"
51
4'6"
5'6"
38'
6"
7'9"
8 '6"
1'6"
21'8"

Shaly siltstone
Black shaly siltstone with ironstone nodules
Coal (L.F.)
Underclay
Gray sandy siltstone
Sandstone
Shaly siltstone; cephalopods 6 ' above coal (Washingtonville)
Coal (U.K.)
Finely laminated silty sandstone with sandstone inter
calations up to 2" thick
Siltstone with V' black shale partings
Coal (M.K.)
Covered interval
Coal (L.K.)
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NEW CASTLE #16
Big Beaver Dist., Beaver Co., Pa.; at summit of R.R. grade at head of
Clarks Run, in grade cut (jet. State Roads 04012 and 04057; 1.9 mi.
SE of New Galilee)

Top
4'+
13'
10'
15'
71

1%'
%'
6'

91

Clay zone
Covered, (includes road level)
Silty shale
Shale w/ iron nodules and concretions
Dominately bl. shale up to silty shale; occasionally top
becomes sandy and silty (burrowed); lower portion good
marine fauna (Dorr Run)
Coal (L.F.)
Underclay
Limestone separated by central shale layer l%-3'; limes
thicken and thin from their base; roots and leaf imprints
common in limestone; upper limestone somewhat clayey
Siltstone (to track level) with small iron nodules
(Section cont'd. down RR grade to East - 2nd Pa. Geol.
Surv., v. Q, p. 223)
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NEW CASTLE #17
Big Beaver Dist. Lawrence Co., Pa.; strip pit wall on twp. line of
Little and Big Beaver Dist. 1.6 mi. North of Beaver Co. Line, Pa.

Top
20'+
2'
14'
l'-2'
6"-l'
25'
2'
10'8"

Sandstone, massive, top not seen
Break in slope; covered; strip or working level
Sandstone; massive, platy with thin pseudo-continuous
silt streaks, top 5' slightly silty; base unconformable
Zone of shale, clay, and coal, cut by overlying sand
Sand bed; continuous on outcrop
Shale up to siltstone
Silty shale, iron concretions and thin beds; marine
fauna (Washingtonville)
Covered from base strip pit (MK)
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NEW CASTLE #18
Little Beaver Twp., Lawrence Co., Pa.; strip pit 3.2 mi. NE of Enow
Valley and 1.8 mi. SE of Mountaire

Top
40'+
15'

15'

3"
2'
15'
51
20'
2\x

Sandstone, massive, top covered near ridge crest; base
unconformable
Shale, slightly silty to top; ironstone rare to absent;
silty portion w/plant leaves; shale marine (mostly clams
w/uncoiled cephalopods to base)
Black shale w/frequent iron concretions and ironstone beds
up to 4"; marine w/lingula, clams and locally concentrated
pecten (Washingtonville)
Black, v. carb. to coaly shale
Coal (M.K.)
Clay, somewhat shaly in lower 3'; iron common as stringer
beds (several approx.6")
Sandstone, lensing, base unconformable
Shale, black, up to siltstone; brackish (lingula) at
base
Coal (L.K.) - base of lower pit
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NEW CASTLE #19
Darlington Twp/, Beaver Co., Pa.; in strip pit on north wall of Madden
Run, 1.1 mi. SE of Enon Valley

Top
10'+
13'
1'
4'
17'

(est)
(est)
(est)
(est)
(est)

8'
2'
5'
3'
5'
9'
4'

(est)
(est)
(est)

Sandstone, massive, top covered, base unconformable
Dk. bl. shale to silty shale at top; probably marine
Coal (U.K.)
Shale/clay
Flaggy sandstone separated by shale; avg. 6" units up
to 1%'; graded
Shale up to silt
Coal (M.K.)
Gray underclay
Gray clay w/ironstone common
Blue clay to clay shale w/iron nodules
Shale up to silt; scattered iron nodules
Covered to floor of strip (L.K.)
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NEW CASTLE #20
Little Beaver Twp., Lawrence Co., Pa.; strip pit, south wall of Honey
Creek, 0.6 mi. upstream of creek fork.

Top

8'
6"
61
17"

31

Strip level (M.K.)
Gray clay
Gray limestone
Clay flinty toshaly, ironnodules
Black sh. w/iron nod. andthin beds, up to shaly siltstone
w/plant fragments
Covered to strip level (L.K.)
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NEW CASTLE #21
Little Beaver Twp., Lawrence Co., Pa.; silt pit near head of Beaverdam
Run, 0.9 mi. WSW of Montaire

Top
12'+
25'
2%'
5'
5'
7'
10'

5'

(est)
(est)
(est)

Sandstone, massive; base unconformable; top covered
Bl. sh. up to silty sh; prob. marine
Coal (MK)
Gray, plastic underclay
Clay, silty, gray, some ironstone
Sand and silt beds, fine-v.fine; burrows and carbon
layers in upper part (Qtzose?)
Silty shale up to silt; plant fragments common on bedding;
pyrite abundant
Covered to water level in strip Pit (LK)
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NEW CASTLE #27
Big Beaver Twp., Beaver Co., Pa.; a) down from hillcrest on right fork
of creek, 0.6 mi. W. of Hoytdale, continued in b) in strip pit, north
side of road, 0.5 mi. W. of Hoytdale.

Top
a)
47'
15'
1'
12'
1'
1'
8'
2'

Old strip level on ridge crest (UF?)
Covered, with 12' sandstone, massive
Bl. silty shale up to siltstone
Clay-shale
Flaggy sandstone
Silt, badly weathered; fauna?
Coal, very shaly (L.F.)
Covered w/clay to strip or worklevel
Sandstone

b)
15'
20'

61
50*

Silt up to sdy. silt; thin sand stringers at top; plant
frags, common on bedding
Bl. sh. up to silty shale, with iron concretions; lower
2' with plant leaves; next 5 ’ sparcely fossiliferous;
next 6 'upgood marine fauna (coiled cephalopod, brach.,
pecten); top 8 * space fauna (Washingtonville)
Covered to base of pit (MK)
Covered to jet. of creek and dirt road; coal (L.K.)
reported
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NEW CASTLE #28
Big Beaver Twp.; Lawrence Co., Pa.; from roadcut through knob 1.4 mi.
W. of Possum Hollow on N-S road, south along ditch into strip pits on
east side of road.

Top
10'
2'
2'
2%'
64'
2'
7'
14'

10'
5'
1'
2%’
6"-l'
2%'
6"
l1
41
10'
15'
2"
7'
4'
4'
4'

Covered with black silty shale, overlain by massive sand
stone
Coal
Covered, some gray clay and large Is. conceretions
Gray clay
Covered to top of strip
Massive sandstone, top covered
Tan silty sh. up to thin alt. bands of sand and silt;
plants common on bedding
Bl. shale up to silty shale (top 8 '); iron nodules and
thin tabular beds, some pyrite balls on top; brackish
(lingula found near base)
Covered; base includes coal strip (MK)
Gray rooted underclay
Limestone concretions
Clay, silty, rooted; iron stained Is. nodules
Limestone, sandy
Clay, sdy., rooted
Sandstone, v. shaly, rooted
Sdy. sh. w/roots
Covered
Sandstone, base massive, flaggy toplaty at top
Shale, locally slightly silty, black to dk. gray; marine
fauna lower half (horn coral and pecten)
Gray clay-sh. break
Bl. dk. gray sh., slightly silty to top; ironstone con
cretions throughout, plants (seed pods) to base
Bl. sh., v. small iron nodules; marine (pecten)
to base,
brackish (lingula) to top
Black silty shale up to shaly silt
Bl. shale with thin platy iron beds, slightly silty to top
Strip level (partially filled?) (L.K.)
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NEW CASTLE #33
Big Beaver Twp., Lawrence Co., Pa., strip pit on south side of eastwest road, 0.7 mi. SW of Cloverdale.

Top
5’
1%'
2\ 1
8'
20'
10%'

7'
4"
1'
6"
l1
1'
2'
38'

(est)
(est)
(est)
(est)
(est)

Massive sandstone, top covered
Silt/shale
Coal (LF)
Gray clay with 1' limestone layerin center
Light gray sandstone, silty towards topand base
Black silty shale, numerous ironnodules and nodular beds;
develops thin clay-shale zone in top 1% ’; sparce marine
fauna (uncoiled cephalopods) (Washingtonville)
Black, highly carbonaceous siltstone, becoming carbon
aceous black sandstone at top; pyrite common
Coal (UK)
Gray silty sh. with numerous plant leaves
Thin silt and sand beds
Gray silty clay-shale
Light gray clay-shale, slightly silty to top.
Coal, base covered (MK)
(Covered to bed of creek)
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NEW CASTLE #34
Strip pit on hill tops between Montaire-Wamtpum Road and Patterson Road,
1.8 mi. S. of Moravia.

Top

5'+
9'
8'
7'

7'
1'
2'+
12'
16'
21'

7'
1'
6'

Summit of knob stripped off (U.F.?)
Covered with shale
Siltstone, platy, numerous plant remains; grades up to
sandstone in top 3'
Black to dark gray clay-shale to shale with silt stringers;
siltier to top; clay-balls in base
Black shale, siltier to base; numerous ironstone concre
tions and beds, especially to top; brackish fauna
(lingula) (Dorr Run)
Dark black, highly carbonaceous siltstone with pyrite
concretions; few scattered iron nodules
Highly carbonaceous, rooted clay
Coal, base covered (L.F.)
Covered
Gray siltstone grading up to 2' sandstone at top
Gray shale, scattered iron nodules; marine fauna (clams,
spirifer, etc.) very abundant in lower 10', many occurring
as siderite replacements (Washingtonville)
Gray shale with ironstone beds up to 3" thick and large
concretions
Iron and shale bed
Black slaty shale with big-stem plants to water level of
strip pit (M.K.)
(Interval to lower coal strip (L.K.) not recorded)
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NEW CASTLE #35a
North Sewickley Twp., Beaver Co., Pa.; strip mines along Thompson Run
on North side of Penn. Tpk., proceeding from pit 0,9 mi. E. to north
of run on Thompson Run Road, south to pit on left fork (south wall).

Top
8"
2\'
41
15'
25'

4'
1 ’3"
2'+
151
13'
20'-30'
5 1-101
3'
8'
6"
15'
6"
2‘
13'
1^'

Coal (U.F.)
Clay with roots
Siltstone
Covered
Sandstone, base massive and unconformable, flaggy through
out, alternating with shale breaks upward (to North end
of pit, sand only at very top of interval)
Black slaty shale; brackish fauna (Dorr Run)
Black slaty shale, clayey,with iron nodules
Coal, base covered (L.F.)
Covered
Shale, silty to east and pinching and over sandstone
Sandstone, massive, orthoquartzitic, base unconformable;
rapidly changing facies laterally and vertically
Black, carbonaceous slaty shale; marine(calc,
brachpopod)
(Washingtonville)
Coal (M.K.)
Gray underclay
Buckshot iron ore
Gray shale, highly carbonaceouswithpyrite to base, silty
with numerous leaves to top, iron concretions throughout
Ironstone bed
Black, slightly silty shale, very abundant and diverse
marine fauna (Hamden)
Shale, light gray with plant leaves
Coal, base covered (L.K.)
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NEW CASTLE #35b
Like 35a along Thompson Run Road, 0.3 mi. E. of mouth of Thompson Run;
strip pit area.

Top
20’+
12'
3'
1*
41
2*
5'
1'
2'
6"
3'
6'
10'
5'
3'
3%!
2'

Sandstone, flaggy with interbedded shale; top covered,
base unconformable
Siltstone, some iron nodules and abundant plant fragments,
sandy to top.
Massive sandstone
Shale, brown, small plant fragments, grading downward
into coaly sandstone, base covered
Covered
Coal (M.K.)
Gray underclay
Flint clay, iron stained
Dk. gray silty clay
Sdy. clay with buckshot iron ore
Silty to shaly clay to clay-shale with large ironstone
concretions
Black shale with iron nodules; diverse marine fauna
(Hamden)
Covered (includes pit filled-in floor)
Shale, dk., badly weathered
Coal (L.K.)
Clay, shaly to base, iron nodules
Sandstone, quartzose, flaggy, base covered
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NEW CASTLE #36
Record of coal test core by Darlington Brick Co., on hill 0.3 mi.
NE of Cannelton, Darlington Twp., Beaver Co., Pa.

Top
32'
2'
2'
10'
40'
2'
2'
37'
2'
2'
2'
51
60'
4'
34'
2'
5'
19'
1%'
10’

Sandstone
Shale
Clay
Silty shale
Sandstone
Coal (U.F.)
Sandy clay
Shale
Coal (L.F.)
Clay
Shale
Silty shale
Sandstone
Cannel coal (U.K.)
Shale
Coal (M.K.)
Shaly clay
Shale
Coal (L.K.)
Clay with sand stringers
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NEW CASTLE #37
South Beaver Twp., Beaver Co., Pa.; strip pit, N. side of State Rte.
251, 0.2 mil. east of 80°30'.

Top
8'
6"
2'
2*
8*
15%'
1%'
51
10'

Light gray shale, siltier upward with l1 sandstringer
towards top
Highly carbonaceous bl. slaty shale with plant stems
Light gray shale with plant leaves
Coal (M.K.)
Gray clay-shale w/iron nodules up into gray clay
Very black, greasy toclayeycarbonaceousshale; upper
5' shalier with numerous iron nodules
Coal (L.K.)
Gray clay and covered
Sandstone, massive, base covered in creek
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NEW CASTLE #38
Little Beaver Twp., Lawrence Co., Pa.; strip pit, south slope of Beaver
Creek, 1.9 mi. NNW of New Galilee across from mouth of Beaverdam Run.

Top
6"
1'
2%'
3'
4'
3'
2%'
3'
13'
1'
2%'
6'
42'

Coal smut (U.K.)
Purple to gray rooted underclay
Limestone with central clay break
Covered and shale
Sandstone, massive to flaggy at top w/irregular burrowed?
bedding
Sdy. silt and silty sandstone; thin, evenbedded
Sandstone beds, flaggy to massive;silty sand
breaks with
leaves
Siltstone
Very high carb. bl. shale; ironstone nodules
Very high carb. bl. silt; pyritenodules
Coal (M.K.)
Clay and flint clay
(Reported interval to L.K. Coal)
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NEW CASTLE #39
Little Beaver Twp., Lawrence Co., Pa.; strip pit 1.5 mi. north of
Beaver Co. Line and 2.2 mi. NE of Enon Valley.

Top
61'
18'
15'
1'
2k'
6"

Massive sandstone, base unconformable, associated with
coaly detritus
Siltstone with plant fragments
Shale with iron nodules and concretions; 6" stringer in
lower 2' with abundant (Pecten) fauna (Washingtonville)
Black, carbonaceous shale
Coal (M.K.)
Underclay, base concealed
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NEW CASTLE #40
North Beaver Twp., Lawrence Co., Pa.; (a) measured on NW wall of strip
pit located 0.7 mi. due north of junction of Honey Creek and Sugar
Creek. Section (b) on SW. wall 0.4 mi. down face (measured from spoil
pile)
Top

(a)

13’+
5'
5'
13'
16'
2'
3'
2%'
11%'
6"-l'
2%'
9"-l'
7'
1'
2'

Q>)

8 '+

13'

26'
2%'
21
7'
1'
3'
8"
14'

Massive to flaggy sandstone, base unconformable
Silty up to sandy shale; plant leaves
Bl. shale up to silty shale; marine(?) fauna (pelecypods);
(Washingtonville)
Shale with coal at top (UK)
Thin sands in base (dipping north 15° to horiz.) alternat
ing with shales; becoming silty shales (no dip) to top
Sandstone (dipping north 15°)
Shales (horizontal)
Coal (MK)
Clay, base flinty
Sandy buckshot iron ore and flint clay
Bl. clayey shale, sdy. and buckshot ore in thin beds
Persistant sandstone bed, v. fine, dk. gray; forms sand
dikes in underlying shale
Dk. gray to black shale with iron concretions and thin beds
Dk. gray shale, brackish (lingula)
Covered to base of strip (L.K.)

Sandstone, massive; top covered to top of knob; wedges
out to NE becoming flaggy
Sandstone, flaggy with shale breaks; (UK) coal/marine zone
rides over thin sand from NE and either pinches out or
cut out by overlying sand
Sandstone, massive, base unconformable
Shale
Coal (MK)
Covered and clay, flinty to base
Sandy buckshot iron ore
Shale with iron nodules
Sandstone ledge
Shales with iron nodules to water level in pit (L.K.)
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NEW CASTLE #41
North Beaver Twp., Lawrence Co., Pa.; strip pit 1.1 mi. SW of junction
Pa. Rte. 108 and Rte. 551.

Top
2 ’-12' (est) Sandstone, massive, base unconformable, top not exposed
2'-12' (est) Shale up to silt
1%'
(est) Coal (UK), cannel?
9'
(est) Shale up to silt; uppermost 2' appears shaly
14'
(est) Covered with tailings, includes (MK) coal
5'
Flint clay
10'
Clay and silty clay
kh'
Very silty, parallel laminatedsandstone up to buckshot
iron ore, sandy
6%'
Silty shale, some iron nodules, plantfragments
10'
Covered to base of pit (L.K.)
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NEW CASTLE #42
Big Beaver Twp., Beaver Co., Pa.; strip pit, north side of hill, 0.8 mi.
NE of New Galilee.

Top
8 '

1%'
1%'
1%'
11'
10'
14'

(est)
(est)
(est)
(est)
(est)
(est)
(est)

3%’

3%'

2'
3'
1'
8 '

2'
3"
13'

20'
3'

12'

1'

%"-l t
19'

1'

2'
7'
7’
7'
2"
2'
1%'

(est)
(est)

Sandstone, massive, base unconformable, top not exposed
Clay, gray, coal smut at top (U.F.)
Limestone
Clay, gray
Shale, silty to base
Sandstone, massive; basal 4 ' flaggy
Black shale; iron nodules; pyrite to base; locally silty
Very black, high carbonaceous siltstone; disrupted bedding,
some iron nodules to top (Dorr Run?)
Very slaty coal up to coaly slate
Covered to strip level (L.F.)
Covered and clay
Limestone
Covered with gray clay down to shale
Tan, slightly silty shale with plant leaves and roots
Black, sandy clay
Sandstone flaggy, top with plant roots; vertical plant
stems; silty to center
Black silty shale up to very silty shale with plant frag
ments on bedding
Black, slightly silty with plant leaves and seed pods
Black shale, marine (spirifer and uncoiled cephalopods) in
upper 10'; iron nodules abd. in lower 2 ' (with pectin and
calc, brach.) (Washingtonville)
Coal, sub-cannel (U.K.)
Silty gray clay
Gray silty shale with abd. plant fragments and rare iron
nodules, grading up to shaly silt with some ironstone
plates; roots common in top.
Gray-black shale with abundant plant leaves
Coal (MK)
Clay, gray with patches flinty; limestone nodules
Black silty shale, numerous iron concretions
Black shale, brackish (lingula) in basal 3"; plant frag
ments to top; pyrite and plant stems common in upper 5'
Highly carbonaceous slate
Black clay-shale
Coal, base covered (L.K.)
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NEW CASTLE #43
North Beaver Iwp., Lawrence Co., Pa.; strip mine .04 mi. SSE from
corner of road junction at Derringer Corners.

Top
12'+
5'
6"-l'
6"
25'-5'

2'
6'
6"-l'
5'-6 '
5 '-O'
O'-6 '
O'-6"
20'-15'

2'
7'

Sandstone, massive, base unconformable, top covered
Bl. shale with iron nodules; marine fauna (Washingtonville)
Coal (U.K.); thickness to l 1 to south (about100 yds.)
Dk. gray to bl. shale, abundant pl.?n t leaves
(Interval at north end of pit):
5 1 Shale passing down into sandy silts
15' Massive to heavy flaggy sandstone
5' Sandy silt to thin sandy stringers
(Interval to center of pit):
5' Dk. silt up to shale
Coal (M.K.)
Gray underclay
Sandy iron ore, calcareous
Very black fissle shale up to flint clay withbuckshot
iron ore
Dark black, very fissle shale with numerous plant leaves
Sandstone, qtzose?; only south end
Zone of iron concretion and bl. shale; bedmoving vertically
+ 3 'like old erosionsurface, dies
to north end
Basal 7' black shale; brackish fauna in lower 1' (lingula);
scattered iron nodules, more common towards top; top
silty with thin sand stringers to north laterally equival
ent to sandstone at south end; plant frags, to top
Coal (L.K.)
Clay, base covered

i
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NEW CASTLE #44
Wayne Twp., Beaver Co., Pa.; strip pit along south wall of the right
fork of a creek, 1.4 mi. east of Wampum-Chewton bridge.

Top
0'-15'+

12'
10'
10'
6'
1'
1"
3"
9"
1'
6"
11'
1'
1%'
21
61
5'
15'
20'

Sandstone, massive to flaggy, irregularly developed
thickness, contains big stem plants; top concealed;
base unconformable
Black, poorly bedded, silty shale up to siltstone with
thin sand stringers
Covered to (MK) strip level; contain marine(?) (pectin)
fauna abundant on thin iron beds (Washingtonville)
Covered; with 2' zone of olive shale 2' above base
Sandstone; massive; base 1' rapid gradation; sub-platy,
ripple bedded with thin silt breaks
Thin laminated platy sandstone and silt with marine
(pelecypod) fauna (Hamden)
Ironstone bed
Shale w/plant fragments
Thin platy siltstone to shaly silt w/abundant plants up
to thin 1" sandstone
Silty sandstone down to siltstone
Siltstone, highly carbonaceous
Dark gray shale up to silty shale with plant leaves
Black slate
Gray clay-shale
Coal (L.K.)
Silty clay with roots in lower 4'; 6" sdy. rooted lime
stone in center; top 2 ' good underclay
Silty shale up to siltstone
Covered .
Massive marine (Vanport) limestone, base covered
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NEW CASTLE #45
North Seweckley Twp., Beaver Co., Pa.; strip pit 0.35 mi. ENE of
Bellton.

Top
18'+
3"
1'
6"
2'
4'
2%'

Dark gray shale through siltyshale, top covered
Nodular ironstone bed
Dk. gray-black shale; abundant marine fauna (Washingtonville)
Nodular ironstone bed
Good black slate; some pyritized plant stems
Covered to strip level
Reported coal (M.K.)
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NEW CASTLE #46
Big Beaver Twp., Beaver Co., Pa.; on Rte. 351 roadcuts about 1.2 mi.
west of junction with Rte. 18 at Koppel.

Top

75'
2'
11
7'
8'
20'
10'
12'
18'
5'-8 '

Strip on ridge top, north side of road (UF?)
Covered to coal under garage of red house on Rte. 351
Sandstone, massive, top covered
Coal (LF)
Covered
Sandstone, flaggy; base unconformable; top covered
Black shale, silty to top; iron nodules; marine(?) fauna
(pectin) here and there near base (Washingtonville)
Covered; coal tailings at base (MK)
Covered; mostly gray clay
Silty up to 1%' sandstone zone at top, baseconcealed
in culvert
Interval to abandoned (LK) clay mine
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NEW CASTLE #47

Darlington Dist., Beaver Co., Pa.; on S. wall of Madden Run, 1.7 mi.
SE of Enon Valley and 2.1 mi. WNW of New Galilee in abd. strip mine
on L.K.

Top
5'
3'
12'
12'
5'
3"
8"
.1"
2%'
15'
1'
2%'
2"
2'6"
4'
2'
2'
6'
1%'
4'

Silty sh., top covered
Sandstone,
bottom splay; opening to NW
Silty sh., bl.
Sh., bl., plant frags.; some ironstone to base
Sh., bl., scattered large iron nod.; lingula, productids
(Washingtonville)
Gr. clay-sh.; abd. plant stems
Coal; vitrain dom. (UK)
Clay/coal/large pyrite repl. of stem
Silty sh. down to shaly siltstone; leaves common to top
and present to base; beds sparcely rooted
Sand-silt sequence; several sand 6" to 1'
Shale, silty, bl.; no leaves or fossils noted
Bl. sh. to clay shale; sub-slaty to sub-concoidalsmooth
fracture; occ. plant frag.
Shaly coal
Coal (MK)
Concealed
Rooted gray, plastic clay
Flint clay and buckshot nodules
Bedded shale and iron nodules (buckshot); roots in top
Fine, wavey bedded, dark sandstone, w/occ. plant stem
Concealed to base of strip
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NEW CASTLE #48
N. Sewickley Dist.; Beaver Co., Pa.; at mouth of deep mine (L.K.)
south of Harpen's Ferry Road, 1.8 mi. NE of Hillcrest School.

Top
15'
8'
3"
6"
2"-4"
4'3"
2"

Shale, silty to top (top covered)
Shale, black w/ironstone nodules
Ironstone bed
Bl. shale
Ironstone bed; diverse marine fauna(Washingtonville)
Clay-sh. up thru bl. carb. sh.; v.abd,
plant frags,
throughout w/leaves in lower half
Coal (MK), base concealed
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NEW CASTLE #49
Shenango Dist. Lawrence Co., Pa.; strip pit on S.W. side of knob, 0.4
mi. SW of Union Valley.

2'
3"
5'
3"
3'
2 ,-4'
61
21'6"
18'
71
4'4"
6"-8"
1'4"
3"

Fine sandstone (top covered)
Coal bloom
Concealed
Coal bloom
Very fine, clayey sand
Massive sandstone; passes laterally into siltstone below
Sandy siltstone
Laminated siltstone; scattered ironnodules in upper 9'
Siltstone, abundant plant fragments
Poorly developed iron beds in siltyshale;scattered leaf
fragments
Black shale with iron nodules
Ironstone bed; abundant marine fauna
Black shale; very abundant small iron nodules; marine
fauna (Washingtonville)
Ironstone nodular bed; abundant marine fauna
Coal (M.K.), base covered
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NEW CASTLE #50
North Beaver/Mahoning Twps., Lawrence Co., Pa.; composite section from
strip pits 1% mi. NE of Bessemer to small knobs north and south of
Hoffmaster Road.

Top
40'+
15'
2"
1'
lk"
20'-10'
14'
I'l"
4"
2'
6"
(rpt)
7'
21'
9"
lk"
6 '5"
2'3"
2'
2'
5'
12'
10'
5'
20'

Siltstone, with very abundant fragile leaves; major
slumps generally NW'ly; top missing on knob
Heavily slumped zone of shale and silt
Ironstone bed
Black shale
Ironstone bed; marine fauna (Washingtonville)
Quartzose, massive to flaggy sandstone; top bioturbi
Interbedded quartzose sands and silts; well sorted
Silty shales
Slaty coal
Gray clay shale
Shaly coal (M.K.)
Covered
Massive quartzose sandstone; borings and mud cracks
Very shaly sand
Ironstone bed
Silty shale up to siltstone; local iron nodule beds
Black shale with thin iron beds
Black shale; brackish fauna (lingula)
Coal (L.K.)
Clay; base concealed
Black shale; covered to top
Green sandstone, massive up to flaggy
Green sandstone and sandy silt
Limestone, marine fauna (Vanport).; base covered
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Beaver Quadrangle
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Section's From Published Literature

Beaver _1

Geol.

Surv. Ohio, Bull. 28, p. 137

Beaver 2

Geol.

Surv. Ohio, Bull. 28, p. 181

Beaver 3^

Geol.

Surv. Ohio, Bull. 28, p. 138

Beaver 4

Geol.

Surv. Ohio, Bull. 28, p. 145

Beaver 9

Geol.

Surv. Ohio, Bull. 28, p. 53

Beaver 10

Geol. Surv. Ohio, Bull. 28, p. 67

Beaver 13

2nd Pa.

Geol. Surv., vol. Q, p.

249

Beaver 14

2nd Pa. Geol. Surv., vol. Q, p.

251

Beaver 15

2nd Pa. Geol. Surv., vol. Q, p.

253

Beaver 16

2nd Pa. Geol. Surv., vol. Q, p.

263

Beaver 16A:

2nd Pa. Geol. Surv., vol. Q, p. 191

Beaver 17;

2nd Pa. Geol. Surv., vol. Q, p.

192

Beaver 18:

2nd Pa. Geol. Surv., vol. Q, p.

194

Beaver 19: 2nd Pa. Geol. Surv., vol. Q, p. 255
Beaver 20:

2nd Pa. Geol. Surv., vol. Q, p. 260

Beaver 25: TJ.S.G.S. Atlas, Beaver Folio; Phillis Island Section
Beaver 26:

U.S.G.S. Atlas, Beaver Folio; Industry, Pa. Section

Beaver 27: U.S.G.S. Atlas, Beaver Folio; Fourmile Run Section
Beaver 28: U.S.G.S. Atlas, Beaver Folio, Bridgewater Section
Beaver 29:

U.S.G.S. Atlas, Beaver Folio; Smith's Ferry Section
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BEAVER #5

Section in abandoned stripping of New Brighton Clay Products Co.,
located on N. side of Blockhouse Run in Daugherty Township .3' miles
east of Pulaski Township; Daugherty Twp., Beaver Co., Pa.

Top
15-20' (est) Sandstone, even bedded, apparent sharp lower contact
3'
Shale dark
0.8'
Coal (U.K.)
11'
Siltstone, and sandstone even bedded (this bed, laterally
becomes a 3' dark shale); one foot underclay at top
5.5’
Shale, silty with plately ironstone
1.0'
Coal, (M.K.)
1.6'
Underclay, silty
1.8'
Siltstone, non-bedded withrootlets andnodular ironstone
1.5'
Siltstone limey, with flint clay,disturbedstructure,
sharp lower contact
2.0'
Underclay, silty
2.9'
Siltstone, clayey, non-bedded, limey with tubes of
pisolitic ironstone
5.2'
Shale, gray, silty with lenes of pisolitic ironstone .5'
thick
0.6'
Knotty ironstone
3.6'
Shale, dark with pisolitic ironstone nodules, some in
dike arrangement
0.3'
Iron ore Columbiana?
0.5'
Sandstone, orthoquartzite, disturbed structure
1.0'
Sandstone, orthoquartzitic, mostly even bedded
3.5'
Siltstone, thin bedded, coarser at top
12.3'
Concealed to quarry floor within clay (L.K.)
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BEAVER #6 ABC

Along Pa. 51 and at Standard Clay Mfg. Co. at Fallston, Pa. Section
Proceeds from "A" to "C". "A" is highway cut on Pa. 51 just south of
plant at road fork leading uphill to SE. "B" is abandoned mine on
Clarion clay at south end of plant. "C" is active mine (LK clay) on
hill on north side of plant; Patterson Twp., Beaver Co., Pa.
Top
2.0'
1.01
1.7'
3.5'
4.3'
25.5'
10.6'
11.3'
6.0*
7.5'
11.3'
2.5'
5.5'
0.6'
4.0'
3.0'
9.5'
5.8'
4.0'
0.7'
4.0'
2.0'
1.0'
5.8'

Shale, darkjwith sandstone at top
Shale, light gray
Coal, (L.K.)
Underclay, slightly gritty at base
Underclay, gritty and hard
(base of section at "C")
Concealed
Sandstone, silty and stratified
Siltstone, and silty sandstone, roughly stratified in
lower part, well stratified in upper
Siltstone, poorly bedded, with sand beds .4 to 1' thick
every 2 feet
Siltstone, poorly bedded with thin siltysandstone
mudflow
in lower part
Siltstone, poorly stratifiedwith some CaCO^ cemented
layers at top
Siltstone, roughly stratified
Shale, gray with ironstone plates and lenses, lower 2 feet
has marg.
Limestone, good marine fauna, (Vanport)
Sandstone, dark gray, silty and siltstone abund. marg.
Siltstone, even bedded, dark gray, abundant Pecten
Shale, gray, silty in upper part, platey ironstone in
lower part
Shale, dark gray at base, gray at top, ironstone plates
Claystone, silty, shaly near base, non-bedded near top
Claystone, dark part coaly
Underclay, some semi-flint (Clarion?)
(base of section at "B")
Siltstone, non-bedded
Sandstone, silty, bedded, ledge forming
Sandstone, thin stratified and silty shale, some ironstone
lenses (base of section at "C")
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BEAVER #7, A and B C

Section at mouth of South Branch of Brady Run, Brighton Township,
Beaver Co., Pa. Sections measured from "A" which are road cuts on
paved road into Brady Run park .3-.4 mile east of junction with Pa.
51, "BC" .5 mile NW of "A" on unpaved road leading up hill from paved
road.

Top
10'
13.0'
3.5'

Sandstone and silty sandstone
Siltstone
Shale with ironstone 1.5' above base; calc, brachs and
ostracods. (Washingtonville)
1.5'
Clay shale
0.8'
Coal (U.K.)
1.5'
Underclay
2.5'
Sandstone with rootlets in upper part
5.0'
Siltstone
2.5'
Concealed
2.0'
Black shale
4.0'
Silty shale
1.0'
Coal (M.K.)
2.0'
Underclay with flint and semi-flint clay
1.5'
Non-bedded siltstone with ironstone
1.5*
Underclay, with flint clay and ironstone
3.0'
Underclay, sandy in lower half
1.0'
Non-bedded siltstone
6.0'
Shale grading upward to silty sandstone (base exposure
at BC)
83.0'
Concealed
12.0' (est) Shale with siltstone in top 2 feet
6.5' (est) Shale with sparse lenticular ironston
6.5'
Shale with nodular ironstone in lower part; lenticular iron
stone in upper; sparse calc, brachiopods.
6.0'
Shale, slightly silty, with lenticular limestone in top
foot, and small Is. nods, throughout; calc, brach. and
mollusca fauna (Vanport)
7.0'
Black silty shale with petins and gastropods.
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BEAVER #8

Section at abandoned brick works at P & LE RR bridge at Monaca, Moon
Township, Pa. Section starts at level of Ohio River at base of sloping
tunnel under P & LE spur line which runs along south side of River
from Monaca to Shippingport, and proceeds through tunnel and upward to
cut along spur line track.

Top
25'

Shale grading upward to silty shale to siltstone or silty
sandstone at top
Shale, dark with limestone concretions and marine fossils
4' (est)
(Washingtonville)
Siltstone and sandstone interbedded, more sandstone
20' (est)
westward
2 ' (est)
Dark shale
0.9'
Coal (M.K.)
2.0'
Underclay silty in lower part
6.01
Sandstone and siltstone, non-beddedat top, in lower part
has fragmental masses of flint clayand iron ore
Underclay
2 .0 '
Underclay grading down to dark shale
2 .0 '
Gray shale with large ironstone nodules
5.8'
Concealed
5.8'
8.0 ' (est) Dark shale with ironstone nodules
Shale, clayey, weathered, small ironstone nodules and one
0.4'
pelecypod
3.0'
.Shale, dark, with ironstone in upper part; plant fragments
in lower part
1.9'
Coal, (L.K.)
5.0'
Underclay (concealed)
2.0'
Sandstone
6.0'
Bedded sandstone with some siltstone
0 .8 '
CO3 cemented siltstone
4.5'
Bedded siltstone with thin sandstone, some beds CO3 cemented
(est)
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BEAVER #11
Northern highway cut at Ohio R. bridge, eastward along road to north of
an unnamed creek with "Y"-shape. Cooks Ferry Sec., Industry Twp.,
Beaver Co., Pa.

Top
20.0'
70.0'
21.0'

9.01
.5'
.1 1
3.2'
1.6'
.3'
2.5'
2.0'
2.5'
14.5'
2.4'

(est) Gray silt
(est) Sand
Slump block:

Coal cut by channel sand 1.0
Gray silty silty shale
16.0
Black shale
4.0
Black shale and plant
fragments
Coal
Onderclay
Black shale and plant
fragments
Coal
Black shale
Gray silt (limey); small lime concretions
Gray silty shale, one black shale lens
Sandstone
Concealed with silty shale and limestone; lower 1 ft. blk.
sh., fossiliferous
Coal (L.K.)
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BEAVER #12

Begin in creek bed at box factory and continues northward along new
highway cut. About 3/4 mi. N. of Beaver River bridge on Pa. Route 65,
Bolesville, Rochester Twp., Beaver Co., Pa.

Top
28.4'
34.5'

Gray silt with sandstone intercalations up to 3' thick
Ortho, sandstone with gray silt intercalations up to 2
ft. thick
.6 'Black shale with ortho, sandstone stringers
18.5'
Gray silty shale with ironstone nodules
.3'
Black shale
1.0'
Coal and underclay (U.K.)
20.8'
Dark gray shaly siltstone with siltstone layer (0-3")
toward top
1.4'
Coal (M.K.)
1.5'
Underclay
3.0'
Flint clay with carbonates
15.6’
Dark gray to gray silt with rootlets and nodules
11.3*
Black silty shale with ironstone concretions
.4'
Nonlaminated silty clay
2.1'
Gray shaly siltstone
2.3'
Coal (L.K.)
5.0'
Concealed (underclay)
28.8'
Gray sandy siltstone with sand intercalations, laminated
28.5' (est) Gray silty shale with silty sandstone lenses2" thick
.5'
Gray silty sandstone
8.8 '
Gray silty shale
.8 '
(Vanport) limestone with 1" hematite stain at top
4.5'
Gray silty shale
4.0'
Sandstone
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BEAVER #21

Center andPotter Twps., Beaver Co., Pa.; in road cuts westward along
Rt.
18 (down Rags Run) from head of run to flat terrace at foot of
grade.

Top
25'
13'

6"
10'
151
1%'
6'
81
6"
10'
2'
5'
20'
l'-3'
2"
4'
2 '-O'
I1
5'
2'
51
7'
3'
1'
6"
1'
5'
14'
5'

Gray to olive green siltstone to sandy silt; gray silty
shale to base with some large iron concretions
Dk. gray shale with small iron nodules; marine fauna
locally very abundant in lower 2 '; diverse plant leaves
also abundant locally in base
Very abundant small iron nodules
Very black, lightly carbonaceous shale; marine fauna to
top; base covered
Covered
Coal smut (Brush Creek??)
Underclay
Sand and silty sandstone, flaggy
Sandstone, massive to flaggy
Coal
Clay and flint clay
Clay, mottled red
Shale with roots
Very heterogeneous interval; siliceous shale at base to
silty sandstone at top
Gray shale up to gray clay; roots
Buckshot iron ore
Green silty sand up to green shale
Gray to gray-green clay
Iron ore bed
Coal smut
Gray clay, mottled red, rooted
Fresh water Is.; passes laterally into dk. green shale
Fresh water Is.; silty to shaly at base
Tan flint clay up to.shale (partially mottled red-purple);
roots throughout
Clay, mottled red, sub-flinty
Limestone
Clay
Limestone
Clay, gray, roots; flinty with Is.concretions
Sandstone and siltstone; sand decreasing upward
Black shale, iron nodules, plant leaves; expands (to 20')
upward to west, replacing overlying sandstone and becoming
silty upward; lingula?? in base of thickened section
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BEAVER #21 (continued)

Top
10'
4'
5'
3"
9"
2"
10'
101
130'

Sandstone, massive, base unconformable
Silt
Sandstone, base unconformable, massive
Slaty coal, shaly
Coal
Clay
Silty sand, rooted to top, down into
Sand, massive, base covered
(Covered to Racoon Creek Bridge)
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BEAVER #22

Racoon Twp., Beaver Co., Pa.; cut along railroad on south bank of Ohio
River, 1.5 mi. upstream of mouth of Huden Run.

Top
(a)
40'+
8'

(b)
50'+

7'

(c)
20'+
2'-4'
1'
6'
2*
6"
7'
5'
(d)

2'
12'
11'
1'
8'
16'

9"
1'

(1 mi. downstream mouth of Squirrel Run)
Sandstone, massive, top covered, basal 2' with much lag
eg.; base unconformable; torrential and scour x-beds
Shale to silty shale with iron nodules to base; base at
track level
(0.78 mi. downstream mouth of Squirrel Run)
Sandstone, massive, cutting through M.K. coal hori2on;
facies into MK overlying shales/silts; base highly unconfomable; top covered
Shale to silty shale with iron nodules; base covered at
track level
(0.70 mi. downstream mouth of Squirrel Run)
Sandstone, massive; base unconformable; top covered;
carbonaceous, micaceous and plant particles on bedding
Shale, plant leaves at base
Coal (M.K.
Gray underclay, grading down into...
Shaly clay with iron nodules; sparse roots
Ironstone bed
Dk. gray shale with iron nodules
Covered to track level
(0.50 mi. downstream mouth of Squirrel Run in ravine and
culvert)
Coal smut (U.K.)
Clayey shale (badly weathered)
Massive sandstones (l1-3') interbedded with silts; base
unconformable
Shale up to siltstone; plant leaves in base
Coal (MK)
Gray clay, shaly to base, rooted
Black shales up to silty shale; marine at base (uncoiled
cephalopod), plant frags, to top; (Track level 2' above
base).
Coal (L.K.)
Gray clay, base covered
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BEAVER #22 (continued)

Top
65'

(e)
8'
9'
101
23'

(Covered estimate to water; Vanport Is. reported at low
water level on Montgomery Island).
(0.3 mi. downstream of mouth of Squirrel Run)
Covered
Zone of discontinuoussand; massive, base sharp
Covered and shale
Coal smut
Covered and shale to track level
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BEAVER #23
Measured in roadcut on hill on Darlington Road at Fallston to Beaver
Valley Golf Course in Patterson Heights; Fallston Twp., Beaver Co., Pa.

Top
10'
1'
5'
1'
4'
28'
33'
5'
1' 3"
4'
10'
5*
5'
1'3"
1%"
l'l"
2"
6”
1'9"
6"
2’
2'
8'
8’
5’
1 '2"
8'
10'
6"
8'
1'8"
4’
2'

Massive sandstone, top concealed
Shaly coal (UF); cut out by sand
Underclay
Limestone, rooted
Siltstone, rooted
Silty shale down to sandy silt
Sandstone, massive
Sandy silt and sandstone
Coal (L.F.); locally cut
Clay and covered
Limestone; central 2' shale break
Silty sandstone
Sandstone
Silty shale
Ironstone bed
Black shale; pyritic stems, sparse lingula
Ironstone bed
Bl. carbonaceous shale; diverse marine fauna (Washingtonville)
Dark gray clay-shale; disturbed bedding, occasional large
stem
Coal (UK)
Dark gray shale, silty to base; leaves
Rooted silts and sandy silt
Interbedded sands and silts
Sandy silt down to silt
Shale; abundant leaves
Coal (M.K.)
Silty underclay and flint clay
Sandy silt down to silt
Nodular ironstone bed
Shale, silty to top; occasional iron nodule
Coal (L.K.)
Underclay
Clayey, quartzose sandstone; rooted (base covered)
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BEAVER #24
Cut east wall (shopping center) of La Cock Run at jet. with Pa. 88, N.
side Ohio R., 0.3 mi. downstream from Alliquippa toll bridge; E.
Rochester Twp., Beaver Co., Pa.

Top
23'
1'
1*
1 '6"
1 '6"
6"
1'
7 ’6"
12'
1' 5"
1 16”
10 '

(est)
(est)
(est)
(est)
(est)
(est)

Siltstone down to shaly silt, top concealed
Ironstone bed
Shale (Washingtonville?)
Ironstone bed
Shale, black
Coal (U.K.)
Siltstone
Sand with siltstone interbeds
Siltstone, becoming sandy upward
Shale up to silty shale
Coal (M.K.)
Silty underclay and flint clay, base concealed
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BEAVER #30

Section along road, N. side of South Branch of Brady's Run, Brighton
Twp., Beaver Co., Pa.; located at bridge across branch, 3 mi. due W.
of Patterson Heights.

Top
20'
15'
6"
2'6"
4'
2'
1'
2'6"
1'8"
5'6"
11'

Massive sandstone, top concealed
Shale and concealed
Shaly coal (U.K.)
Siltstone
Thin sandstone and interbedded silts
Shale
Silty shale; thin ironstone
beds
Shale, gray; sparse plantfragments and small iron nodules
Shaly coal (MK)
Gray underclay
Silty shale with abundant large iron nodules (base con
cealed below level of bridge)
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Sewickley Quadrangle
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SEWICKLEY #1

In the valley of Crow's Run south of Freedom, in Conway Boro limits,
Beaver Co., Pa. Section (a) is down high north wall, 0.2 mil. from
jet. with Pa. 88; section (b), up from creek bed at Pa. 88 culvert,
south onto road outcrop.

Top
10'
6 ’6"
3'
2'
10'
2'
3'
7'
5'
2 '6"
5'6"
1 '6"
6'
1'
6'
7'6"
58'
2'
1’
1 '6"
9'
2'
10'
4"-10"
10'
2"
10 '
3'
5'3"
3 *4"

Sandstone, massive, scouring base; top concealed at sub
division
Tan to dark olive green clay shale; carbonaceous smuts
in base
Massive to flaggy sandstone; top rooted
Thin sandy silt and platy sandstone
Black shale, silcy to top; iron nodules and leaves
Black shale; bedding disturbed
Covered (major ledge or strip)
Siltstone (5') up to sandstone (2')
Sandstone, black, platy; roots lower 2'
Black silt; roots
Black rooted sand (2'), down to black shale at base
Gray clay, heavily rooted
Covered (ledge)
Flint clay, dark gray to black
Top 1' underclay, down into silty olive shale; roots
Silty shale to siltstone; occasional thin ironstone beds;
thin ripple-marked to base; heavily rooted in upper 2'
Sandstone; festoon cross beds; concave basal scour
Sandstone; small ripple cross beds
Coaly slate
Coal (M.K.) - (end of section a)
Silty underclay down to clayey sand; rooted throughout
Covered
Sandy silt down to silty shale
Ironstone bed of large nodules
Black shale with large iron nodules
Ironstone bed
Black shale, large iron nodules
Covered (includes L.K. coal)
Gray underclay, sandy to base
Quartzose sandstone, clayey, to creek bed
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SEWICKLEY #2
Core hole near RR at Ambridge, Harmony Dist., Beaver Co., Pa. (elev.
766.7)
Top
38'
3'
6'
25'
10'
2'
28'
2'
6'
19'
6'
2'
10'
8'
5'
23'
10'
14'
13'
5'
4'
2'
l1
7'
9'
38'.
4'
1'
3'
3'
1*
9'
13'
1*
3'
12'
71
60'
5'

Sandstone
Coal (L.F.)
Limestone
Siltstone
Sandstone
Shale
Sandstone
Coal (M.K.)
Shale and root rock
Siltstone
Shale
Coal (L.K.)
Silty shale
Shale
Rooted siltstone
Siltstone
Limestone (Vanport)
Sandstone, limey
Sandy siltstone
Siltstone
Sandstone
Shale
Coal
Sandstone
Rooted siltstone
Siltstone
Shale
Coal
Limestone
Shale
Coal
Sandstone
Shale
Coal
Rooted siltstone
Siltstone
Black shale
Siltstone, sandy lower 8 '
Limestone (base not penetrated)
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